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PREFACE

This report is a summary of the finaL report to the National
Institute of Education, "Family Matters: Evaluation of the Parental
--pzwE:mant Pzogram% dated February, 1985 and authored by Moncrieff
Cochran and Charles R. Henderson, Jr. That document is available
through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) of ERIC
Clearinghouse in microfiche and hard copy (Document # PS015328).

The data analyzed for this report are in the public domain, stored
on computer tape. For more information about access, write to Oliver
Moles, Office of Rasearch, OERI, U.S. Department of Education, 555 New
Jersey Ave., N.W.1 Washington, D.C. 20208.
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CHAPTER I
CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW,_PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

/ND METHODOLOGICAL SUMMARY
Moncrieff M. Cochran and ChatleS R. Henderson, Jr.

Today we_acknowledge that the massive alteration of

the natural environment made_possible by modern

technology and industrialiZation can destroy the

physical ecology essential tO life itself. We have

yet to_recognize that thit Same awesome process now

has its analogue in the Sdtial realm as wall, that

the unthinking exercise Of massive technological

power, and an unquestioning acquiescence to the

demands_of industrializatiOn_can unleash social

forces_which, if left Unbridled, can destroy the

human ecology -- the social fabric that nurtures and

sustains our capacity_tO liva_and work together

effectively and to raiSe children to become competent

and compassionate members of iociety (Bronfenbrenner,

1981, p.38)1

In his article "Children and_FaMilies: 1984," Urie Bronfenbrenner refers

tO GeOrge Orwellls_prophesy that_free Western society and its basit_ _

ihStitutions, including the familyi_WOUld be destroyed by the year 1984. H1

argiies tnat while Orwell may have picked the right year and outcome, he_was

wrong in attributing that outcome_to_hUman efficiency rather than ineptitude.

Bronfenbrenner sees the erosion of_the_power of the family and the

thildrearing system as a product of pUblic indifference, and he feelt_that we

ard_failing to come to terms_with some hard realities. The ret-earch described

in this final report to the National Institute of Education* and the_parental

empOWerment_program assessed by the research, were conducted in an attempt to

confront some of those realities.

As a prelude to the consideration of how this evaluation was_organized

and what we have learned fromit, the reader needs a basic understanding of

oUt ecological orientation_and the nature of the intervention program itself.

The rest of Chapter 1 provides this background information.

The-Ecological Perspective

Detailed discussiOns_of the project's conceptual fraMework, supported by

literature reviews, have_been presented elsewhere (Bronfenbtenner and_Cothran,

1976; Cross et-aT., 1977). _In this introduction, we reView_Only those

concepts underlying the project that provide the basis for the analyses to

follow;

The ecological perspective takes as its starting point the view that

human behavior is explained not only by the influences attociated_with the

imediate settingt Containing the_developing child (i.e., home, school

classroom, etc.), but also those external settings that haVe an indirect

impact on the child through their effects upon_the_mental health_and general

well-being of theie patents (for example, the legal system, welfare_systemi

work-place). ThuS, growth is conceived as a seriet of encounters across as
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well as within ecological systems that both include and are external td the_
home environment; One such encounter, the transition from_home to school, is
a major event in the life of a child and was one of the major focuses of our

experiwwntal program; For the young adult* there is the transition from_
school to full-time employment or homemaking. Later on, transitions such as
that from full-time employment to retirement are experienced.

Although the ecological framework includes a number of systems through
which human behavior may be influenced (mass media, education,_employment,_
etc0, one system has characteristics with the potential to mediate the effect
of external forces on the parent-child relationship. The_personal social
nctwork provides parents with social links to others outside the home who cah
provide a variety of supportive services to both parent and_child (Cochran and
Brassard, 1979); These relationships may serve as bridges to other major
ecological contexts* like the school and the world of_work._ Because it can
serve so many functions for parent and_child, the social network_hat_a
prominent place in our conceptual model and receives separate attention in
this evaluation;

In viewing the developing person across time and space, the focus of the
ecological perspective is not only on the behavior of that person_but.also_on
the perceptions, behavior' and attitudes of key_people in the_environment as
they affect and are Affected by the individual in question. Thus, the

ecological approach places a premium_on reciprocity,_systems analysis, life
course development, and, by implication, the value of longitudinal studies;

Because recent research_has pointed to the possibility_that
laboratory-based studies of human_behavior produce results that may not :ca
replicable in natural settings, those researchers utilizing the ecological
perspective also stress the_importance Of collecting data in surroundings
familiar to the subjects_using methods_that provide subjects with considerable
control over the research situation._ In_the_case of the Family Matters
project, these methods have consisted primarily of open-ended interviews;
Related to the concern for repliCability is the issue of ecological validity;
Central to the concept of ecOlogical validity is knowledge of the subject's
definition of the situation, for without such knowledge the researcher has no
way of knowing whether the subject is experiencing the environment in the way

it is perceived by the_researchers (Bronfenbrenner, 1979); Accordingly, in

this research we rely_heavily_upon parents perceptions of the worlds inside
and beyond_their families, believing that by combining these perceptions with
"objective" information_also _related to these worlds, we can understand what
motivations and constraints determine the ways that parents living in
differing ecological niches organiZe their lives and the lives of their
Children.

While the forces affecting the lives of most children appear on the
surface to be similar, the characteristics, quality of life, and dynamics of
those forces_can differ markedly as a consequence of such factors as race,
income, family structure, ethnicity, and culture. Because families in the
same neighborhood tend to be similar in race, socioeconomic status,
family structure, and even maternal employment patterns, the neighborhood as a
concept takes on special importance from the ecological perspective
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(BrOnfenbrenneri 1980); From this vantage point, the neighborhood becomes a

MajOr_loCus for what we call an ecoTogleal htthe. kchild's ecological niche

by_the immediate setting containing the Child (home,_local park,

nUttery school_classroom), the interconnectiOnt aMong_those settings,

and the major institutions indirectly affecting the child (parent's workplace,

Welfare_systemi school board). Certain niChet OCcur more frequently than

Othert in American_society, and so charaCterild OUr culture. _We have
tytteMatically sampled_a number of these Modal niches, and the analyses

reported in this document reflect that taMpling Strategy;

I= tl u- op= iims** I II e . uII
Nany aspects of the ecological perspettiVe could be expected to shape any

family support_program designed with that Orientation_in_mind. One would

eXpect, for_instance, that such a_prOgraM WOuld_pay attention to, and even

emphasize, systems outside an individuallt psychic_processes. Given this

perspective, there should be_special appreciation for_the_roles_played by

parents in mediating the influence$ Of thOse larger_systems.on their ehildlt

development. _The emphasis on modal_otolOgicarniches_suggests a program

delivered to a variety of kindt Of families, and flexible enough to accomodate

differing expectations and needt. _The phenomenological orientation might_

translate into particular concern in programming for_the_parentsl definitiont

of_approprizte subject matter.4nd deVelopmental goals. These theoretical

starting points did,influence the goals and design of the_Family Matters

program, and_the_family supportiVe process that evolved came to be known _

(largely_in_retrospect).as the parental empowerment process. We assumed frOM

the beginning that All familiet have Strengths, and_that much of the most

valid and useful knowledge aboUt_the rearing of children can be found in the_

community itself--across generatiOnti in networks, and in ethnic and cultural

traditions--rather than in the beadt OP books of college professors or other

"experts" (Berger and NeuhaUS, 1977;_Ehrenreich and English, 1979). We alto

recognized the_legitimacy of a Variety Of family forms, the important _

contributions made by fathers tO the parenting process, and the special valUe

in cultural differences. The detailt Of that program have been presented in

detail elsewhere (Cochran,:1985; Cochran and Woolever0983; Bo, 1979; Mihdick

and Boyd, 1982; Mindick, 1980). Here We shall limit_ourselves to a reVieW of

the basic goals underlying the program, and the processes engaged in to

achieve those goals.

Program Goals

The goals of the prograM Were_all related broadly to_the parenting tole,

and rangedi_on a parent-involveMent continuum, from_simple engagement and

awareness to more active tnitiatiOn_and follow-through; In the first

instance, the aim was to find ways to recognize parents as experts, based upon

our assumption of strengtht_and special expertise in_parents and our aWareness

of the systematic ways in Whith_SUch recognition is_provided to parentt in

other_cultures (Kamerman and Kahn, 1981). Another_goal was to exchange

information with faMily members about children, the_neighborhood, community

services, schools, and_WOrk. Here we were responding to the body of

literature (Caplan, 1974; Sarason et al., 1977) identifying resource exchange

as a key to the maintenahce_of_mentally healthy communities. The emphasis on

the exchange, rather_than the_dispensing of such information, was a reaction

to our aversion to the_deficit approach. Reinforcement of and encouragemeryt__

for parent-child activities was a third goal of the program' and thiS priority

9
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stemmed from the recommendations of those reviewing the early education
programs of the 1960s and early 70s# who concluded that active_involvement of
parents in the learning of children_was a_key to success (Bronfenbrenner,

nfenbrenner and Cochran* 1976; Florin and Dokecki, 1983). A fourth
goal involved social exchange beyond rather than within_the immediate family:
the exchange of informal resources like babysitting, childrearing advice, and
emotional support with neighbors and other friends. This informal exchange
process was distinguished_from_the information and referral process more
commonly associated with formal_agencies and community organizations (Stack
1974; Cochran_and Brassard, 1979)..!- Finally, we_wished to facilitate
concerted action by program participants_on behalf of_their children, where_
those, parents deemed such action appropriate. A neighborhood-based_community
development process was_envisioned, in which needs assessments carried Out_by
the parents of young children would_lead to the identification of issues of
common concern and.to a change in efforts related to those issues.

:Implementation-Strategies

The program was offered to 160 families, each containing a three7year-old
child, in 10 different Syracuse neighborhoods. _Initially, two separate
mechanisms were used to involve faMilies in activities related to their
children. One, a home-visiting approachp_was_aimed at individual families and
made available to all_participating families in half of the program
neighborhoods. Families in the other five neighborhoOds were asked to become
involved in group activities with clusters of Other Family Matters families in
their own neighborhoods in an_effort to emphasize mutual support and
cooperative action with_family dynamics and the parent-child dyad as a
secondary (although still_explicitly acknowledged) focus. Families were
involved with program activities for an average of_24 months, and the program
itSelf_came to a close early in the summer, prior tO first-grade entry for
most of the target children included in the study.

_ Activity-Home-V4sits--Our home- and family-focused strategy took the fOrm
of home visits with parents and their children designed to give recognition to
the parenting_role,_reinforcement and enrichment of_parent-child activities,
and shared information_about child care and community services._
Paraprofessionals hired from the_Syracuse nommunity were trained to exchange
information about childrearing with parents and, when aPpropriate, to provide
examplqs of parent7child_activities_geared to the developmental age of the
thild.4 The starting point was to be based on the orientation that the
parents were experts about their own children, and So early home visits were

1-_Our_neighborhood workers did provide referrals to other agencies and
organizations,_and received training for that purpose. This information and
referral effort was not, however, identified initially as a special goal of
the program.

2Prior to implementation in these 10 "main study" neighborhoods, the
program was pretested with 36 families in three pilot neighborhoods. This
pilot_effort was funded by the_Mott Foundations and is described in detail in
our final report to the foundation (Cochran, 1982);

10



spent_learning_the parents* view of the_Child and seeking out examplet Of

actiVities that were already being Carried out with the child and defined by

as important for the childlt development;

Once parents began to sense that the workers were_serious in ValUing the

parental point of_view, they identified_for us_a_wide variety of attiVities

they were_doing _with their children that they_felt_made a difference bOth to

parent_and child._ Our workers brOught_activity_examples back to the Officei__

WrOte them_up_in a standard format, and returned_them to the parent along _with

a request that_other project workett be permitted to share the actiVity idea

*ith Other_families in the prograM. This process accomplished two ijdal$:

firtt, it further, recognized the parent_as_important_and productiVe;_and

tecOndi it was_a way of gathering parent-child_activity information frOm___

patents for_parents, rather than relying upon_the "professional-at=dkpert"

MOdeli which_many of our parentS had come_to_expect from outside agents. As

tiMd_passed and a strong trust relationship developed between home ViSitor and

faMilyi_some parents began to askibrinformation beyond parentthild

aCtiVities. Those requests were fOr information_about child deVelOpment ("Is

My child developing
normally?")i_SUggestions_regarding where to tUrn for

resources_to address needs not directly related to parenting (landlord,_

difficulties, marital discOrd, trouble getting_food stampsy_dtd.),and 0 list

Of the other families in the neighborhood belonging to the FaMily Matters_

project and receiving horne VititS. Basic child development and childrearing

information was provided_to families in fact-sheet form froM the_local_

Cooperative Extension offiCe._ For basic needs_like housing, eMploymenti legal

assistance, and food, referrals were made to_other local agencies and

organizations in as pertOnalited a fashion as possible. The requests for_

information about other Family Matters families stimulated US to merge our two

implementation strategitt (See below);

clusters-and-GroOt==The goals specific to this_linking strategy have

been to reduce feelingt Of isolation by bringing familiet together at the

neighborhood level, to enCOUrage the sharing of information_and informally

available resources aMOng_familiesi and, when parents 'Joked a need to have

changes made in the neighbOrhOod, to facilitate action in pUrsuit of those

changes. In this second approach we stressed the_value Of clusters and groups

of families, rather than the individual family. The sdtial systems of special

interest were those natUral_helping networks of neighbort,_ relativesi and

friends upon whom many_faMilies depend for information and_a wide variety of

essential services (TOltdorf, 1976; Collins and Pancoast, 1976; Killilea,

1976; Cochran & Brassard, 1979; Gourashi 1978).

The initial hoMe_VititS in the five cluster-building neighborhoods were

limited to a process in Whith worker and family got to knOW each other and the

worker could learn froM parents how they felt about the_neighborhood as a

place to bring up_children. After this relatively brief initial period of

familiarization with indiVidual families, the worker set OUt to arrange a

first group meetinguthe_purpose of which was to introduce neighboring

families to one_another ih a friendly and supportive atmosphere and to begin

to get a sense from the_group of what changes in the neilhborhood might

contribute to making _life easier for families with children living there.

Child care was_provided at all Family Matters gatheringsi and parents were

encouraged tO bring their children with them. There was always time for

parents to socialite with one another, and the worker/facilitator also looked

11
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for ways_to encourage participants to turn tO each Other as resources outside
the regular group.

tr=e4Ltalla-7We had predicted in our original grant proposal_
(Bronfenbrennerand Cochran, 1976)_that a coMbination of home visits and
clusters would be more_attractive to parents than either approach alone. Two
early_findings seemed to confirm that_hypOthesis. On the one hand, once
certain families became comfortable with home visiting they began to express
an interest in meeting neighbors involved with the program, forcing workers
into the_difficult position of having_to_resist the constructive initiatives
of parents in order_to prevent contamination with the cluster building
appoc.h. On the other hand, only abOut half of the invited families in the
cluster-building neighborhOods could be coaxed out of their homes and into
group actiVitieS.

Eased on these two sources_of programmatic tension, we decided after nine
months to merge the two apprOaches. Workers in the group-oriented:
neighborhoods began to make themselves available as often as every.two
for home visits focused initially upon parent-child activities, and those who
had been dotng only home visits started to facilitate the formation of
neighborhood groups and clusters.

One consequence. Of access to_both components of the newly integrated
program was_an increase in overall program_participation. Initially this took
the_fOrm primarily of more_parent-childactivity home visits, mainly to
families_who previously bad been offered only the neighborhood-linking
alternative. With_ more time came invOlvement by more families in clusters and
groups, and_some who participated simultaneously in both home visiting and
neighborhood-based group activities.

The-Kette=SChbol-Trans-Ittop--As the children associated with the program
grew_older_and approached the age of entry into kindergarten and first grade,
we placed increased emphasis on programming related to the transition from
home to school. These activities, prepared for delivery in both home-visiting
and clustergrouping_formats, focused on topics like the values of home and
schoOl,_evaluating kindergarten and first_grade classrooms, preparing for a
parent-teacher conference, understanding the child's raport card, and
parent-child activities for school readiness. The emphasis in each of the
aCtiVities was alwayson the parent as the most important adult in the life of
the developing child.'

Research Deign,
The planning for the Comparative Ecology Project began formally in 1975,

With the initial proposal submitted in 1975 and funded in May 1976. The

3A-t no time did staff Members from the Family Matters program directly
involve school_teachers or other school personnel in program activities; A
request to include such_efforts in the program, made to the National Institute
Of Education during_contract renegotiations in August-September 1980, was
denied on_the_grounds that any effects of work with teachers would be
confounded with those of work with parents.

12
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National Institute of Education initially_funded four years of research,

including the gathering and_analysiS of baseline data. Then, in a renewal of

cty,tract three_years of support from November 1980 to October 1983 were

provided for the collettion of follow-up data and the joint analysis of the_

tw L. data points; with an emphasis on the evaluation of program effects on the

child;

A pilot study involving_36 families_from three neighborhoods began in

Syracuse in January 1978; With_data_collected_through August of that_year.

second wave of data was_gathered Oh the pilot families_during the period

October 1979 to April 1980. Baseline interviews for the 276 main=ttudy

fes were carried out from October1978 through the end of 1979. Analysis

of these data continued until early 1983.

Program work with families began after baseline data collection was

completed in a given neighborhood._ FOr the city as a whole* programs tOOk

place from January 1979 to May 1981._ The average length of;involvement for

families was 24 months. Following the end of the programi'followUp data were

collected on 225 faMilies frail OCtober 1981 through July 1982.

Sample Design

In the design and selectiOn_of a sample for this study; we tet out to_

accomplish several objectives. Firsti_there needed to be enough families to

permit inclusion of_a broad range of family types, thus permitting some

generalization of findings and the study of reasonably detailed distinctions

among families and individuals, where indicated by the data. _Setorid, and

acting strongly to liMit_the first; we_w_shed to utilize a relatively

time-consuming in-depth_ihterViewing procedure; in order to Obtain the kind of

detailed case material that makes possible the qualitative searth fOr

statements of causality as well as broad-scale quantitative e*-(aMination_of

relationships. Therefore, the sample had to be small enough to accommodate

such an approach within the_liMits of time and money. Given thete_

considerations* our_sample is_unusual in its planned diversitY Of family types

(together with the intensive interview _data from each family). Studying_

families from a number of ecolOgies_gave_us greater potential to understand

relations_that hold across_groups, and to make more general inferences

regarding these relationships.

In terms of our ecological theory; there are special_chatatteristics that

identify the neighbarhOOd_aS a major locus for the formation of_an ecological

niche. The ecolOgital integrity_ of those characteristics terVed_as_ the basis

for the decision_tO deliver_the Family Matters Program_at the neighborhood

level, and tb tailor it to the particular needs of different neighborhoods;

Naightorhood-SelettAori - We employed a stratified_random sampling_

procedure at both thelevel of neighborhoods and of faMiliet. Firsti 29 city

and 28 suburban neighborhoods in the Syracuse; New York area were identified.

The neighborhOOda Were_then further classified by incothe leVel and by

ethnic/radial cc:imposition. Using three income levels and four ethnic/race
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levels,4 we randomly selected neighborhoods within the 12 subclasses (where
such neighborhoods existed), giving artotal of 18 main-study neighborhoods (in

addition to two pilot neighborhoodt).°

Se1-ectibb-of-faM1146S = (kite Study neighborhoods had been specified, we
began the prOtete Of identifying all the families with a three-year-old child

in each neighberhood. Rate (Black vs. nonblack), family_structure (married
vs. single), and tisk Of target_Child were_factors of primary interest, and it

was possible to obtain inferMatiOn_regarding them for the_families at the time

of sampling. WO then employed a stratified random sampling_method within each
neighborhoodp_choeSing faMiliet Within each of the eight subgroups defined by
family race, faMily structurei and sex of child; Of course, certain
categories Werd_net possible te_fill (for example, _Flack families in certain
of the white neighbOthOOdt), and other subclasses werei_therefore,
correspondingly %treated. This method_of sampling_resulted, as was our
intention, in a higher proportion of Black and single-parent families than in
the Syracuse area_as_a Whole, and also made certain 4 substantial sample of

ethniC whitet. The baseline sample is shown in Table 1. -

Table_1_
_Baseline Sample Distribution

Race by Family Structure by Sex of Child

Whits

ama.QLS&Lbi Unmarried Married Unmarried Married Total

Boy 20 11 28 79 138

Girl_ 30 17 16 75 138

Total 50 28 44 154 276

The rate of agreement to participate varied by_neighborhoods, ranging
from nearly 100% in certain neighborhobds to approximately 50% in others.
(RefUsal retest by taco, family structure, and sex of child are shown in the
fUll report to NIE.)

_
Stratifying by the variables discussed above, including neighborhood

income, also resulted in a goocrsample_distribution across family income.

ApproxiMately half of the mothers in our study are employed (some part and

4--
_

The three neighborhood income levels, based on estimated. median 1970

family income are: low (under $8,000),_moderate ($8,0004100000)/ middle
($10;000=$13;500)i and high (over $13,500)._ No high-income neighborhoOdS Were

inpludtd in the sample. The ethnic/race_levels used were: city Black (over
50% Black); city_mix-ed (10-49% Black); city_ethnic white (30% or More fiett

or second-generation foreign born); and suburban nonethnic white (under 10%

Black and under 30% ethnic white).

5-In each of the 12 subclasses, if there were three or fewer
neighborhoods, each was included in the study; if there were more than three,
Wt randomly chose three.

14



some full time). Analyses focusing on the family-level factors have included

mother's education (12 years or fewer; more than 12)eand maternal work status

:7: working part time, working full time)° along with factors from

the original design. (See full report for more detailed information about

ethnicity.)

Table 2 shows the distributions of families that participated in the

follow-up phase of the research, and so constituted the sample available for

pre-post comparison of program effects.

Table 2

Number of Families by Program, Race, and matital Status

Single

Control Eth.atald

21

Ibill

4019

BTack
Married 10 13 23

Single 16. 23 39

White
Married

.

41 42 la

Total 99 126 225

Program-eetighifient_.! Programs were assigned on the_basis of

neighborhoods, witbeight neighborhoods selected as controls and 10 receiving

the interventiOn. _We attempted_t4 achieve as gdOd a balance as_possible of

each of the tWo_original_programs' and of contrOl across neighborhood income

types and neighborhood ethnicity types. When it was possible_to sample three

neighborhoods per subclassi_assignment of the three conditions (including

control), one to each neighborhood, was made randomly. _Similarly, where there

were_two neighborhoods per subclass, once the decision had_been made regarding

which two conditions would'be assigned to that subelass, the actual assignment

to neighborhoods was random._ The program assignment was not divulged to

families* to the program staff, or to the interviewers_until after baseline

interviewihg had been completed in a given neighborhOod.

5ample-attr4tIon - In any longitudinal Study, it is important to study

the possibilitY Of differential patterns of attrition in the treatment and

6Fiill=tiMe_work is defined as working Mote than 35 hours per week;

part-tiMe_WOrk_it defined as from 4 to 35 hoUrs per week, including some

occasional workers;_not working includes thote Who do not work and those whote

work is ektreMely limited or irregular.

7After nine months of program operatiOn, _the_home-visiting and

neighborhoOd-cluStering appraoches were Merged into a single Family Mattert

program.
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control groups_from_Time 1 tO_TiMe 2. EVeh in a design that is successfully
randomized at bateline, telettiVe_attrition (usually by self-selection) can
produce noncomparability at TiMe 2.

To examine this possibility ih our sample; we used a dichotomous_
dependent varlable: _participated in Time 2 data collection vs. did not__
participate. The variable was examined as a function of program_assignment,
race, and_family_StrUCtUre. _The model was analyzed by_both general linear
model methOdt and in the logistic linear model (logistic regression). There
were_no attritiOn differences by program assignment or other_factors, and no
tignifitant interattionS._ ThiS is an important and highly desirable result:
there appar to be hO SeriOUS problems of bias from selective attrition;

Deft-gra-ph-Cc-comparability at baselint_- It is_important_to know whether
the program and COntrol groups wore comparable in order to to determine_
Whether fortes other than those exerted by the program might be contributing
to change_between baseline and follow-up. Ten demographic variables were
analyzed in_several repeated-measures models, each includihva program
classification factor (program and control) and a time factor (Time 1, Time 2
assessment), in order to assess comparability.

No nonequivalence at Time 1 was found for family_inccme, use of external
child tare, motherts:or father's education, or father's work hours. Black
families in the control group had more children at Time 1 than did Black
families assigned to programs. There was an overall pattern of older children
in the cOntrol groups. _Greater mobility (number of moves during the three
years_prior to baseline) and a lesser length of time_in_the_current
neighbothOod_whS fOUnd for two7parent families in the control group as
compared_td their program counterparts, while the reverse held for single
WOMen. Overall, white control families had a greater residential stability
than program whites, while the tendency was reversed for Black families.

In summary, the program families were not different in overall
SOCiOeCOnOMic Status from the control families; Where nonequivalence did
occur, it_involved residential mobility and mothers' working hours, and only
occured at the level of interactions between factors in the design. We do
nOt regard these_initial program differences either as unexpectedly numerous
or as posing great analytic difficulties. Of the variables showing
differences, only mother's work hours was related to outcome variables at
baseline (Cochran, et al., 1981). We have examined these potentially
confounding variables in the analyses reported here, removing them from final
models only if they could be shown to have negligible effect.

Data Collection_Instruments

The_Social_Natworks Interview - Our interest was as much in describing_
the social ecology of family life as in measuring amount and kinds of social
support. We began with a general definition of what constitutes membership
("People who make a difference to you, and are important in one way or
another"), and then asked the respondent to apply that definition to
categories of people characterized by well-known roles and contexts
(neighborhood, relatives, work- or school-mates0 people in agencies or
organizations, etc.). Information was then gathered about the_content
exchanges and leisure-time activities that the parent engaged in with his/hev
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"network members," thus distinguishing a functional from a more peripheral

social circle A third and more primary circle was distinguished by asking
the parent to designate the "most important" network members_from the rest of

tne list and to talk about why they were important. The interview concluded

with the collection of basic background information about the members of the

primary and functional circlet.

In the follow-u0 phate,_OrdtedUres for identifying_changes in network

membership were included at the beginning of the Wave_II interview, which is

provided in the full report._ Once the membership list was updated, the

interview proceeded very MUch at dUring baseline.

The social network variablet included in this report are discussed in

Chapter 2

The Child-CaregIver Aetiv4t4et-Interyiew - This instrument was designed

to yield data bearing on the actual behavior of parents witb their Children.

It as used in an interview conducted with the mother (and'in
separately with fathers in tWo-parent families) in which the parent was asked

to describe the activities of the morning, afternoon, and_evening of the

previous day engaged in by the child and by all persons in the chiles

immediate environment. The interview contains checklist questions regarding

amount of activities'of all types engaged in by the child independently and

with his or her parents. The analySes in this report focus on variables

derived from these checklistt. Those variables are described in Chapter 2.

- This interview was constructed to

identify sources of environmental stress and support experienced by each

parent in a dozen domaint twitting both within and outside the home. The

choice of domains Was bated on the free responses of parents to open-ended

interviews conducted in a series of pilot studies. Half lie in what we have

called the mesosystenv including day care settings, childrenls informal play

groups, and school. The exosystems that emerged in our pilot studies were
primarily those involVing the activities of parents outside the home,

including conditions of Work (for both self and spouse), sources of income and

financial security, family services, social organizations, and neighborhood

conditions. The environmental forces operating within the home itself were

assessed in 4 more domains of the interview: housing conditions, housekeeping

chores, the activities of the spouse and other household members, and,

finally, the parents' perceptions of themselves and of the child.__The

analyses included in this report were limited_by agreement with NIE to those

perceptions by the mother of herself and her child. The variables themselves

are described in Chapter 2.

The-Hotne=-Stnnal-teacher questionnaire_andiparent interview - These bib_

instrumentt Were uSed fOr the first time in the-second data assessment peribd.
Variablet_Were derived based on the following kinds of information contained

in the interviews:

The-teather questionnaire: The teacher of each target child was _

reqUeSted to fill out a detailed questionnaire, focusing on the following

areas:
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a. Home-school relationship._ The aspects to be covered included_
frequency, occasion, initiator, and content of all contacts and communications
between the target child's parents and teacher, as well as the teacher's
attituue:i about contact with the family.

b. Child's_school behavior. Scales derived from_questionnaire items
allow_specific attention to be focused on aspects of the child's behavior in
school such as initiative, interest in learning, task orientation, conduct in
school, and relations with teachers and peers.

o. CLIA1Wchool_ceriog.c. Each teacher was
to cmplete a copy of the report form in use in the Syracuse City School

District; This provided information on the child's school performance in
reading and other language arts, mathematics, social studies, science, art,
music, and physical education, the child's social behavior and work and study
skills, and the child's record of attendance.

Parent interview: Parents were asked abotit the home--school relationship
as it affected themselves and their child; The following topics were included
in both open-ended and structured questionsi

a. Information possessed by the parent about the child's school
experience and performance, and about school resources and policies that
affect parents and their children.

b. A record of contacts and communications (frequency, occasion,
inittator) paralleling that in the teacher questionnaire.

c.Parent attitudes about toe child's school experience and about the
home-school relationship;

Specification of Programs For the Analysis

During the first 9 months of program delivery, families in five
neighborhoods received home visits, while in the other five program
neighborhoods families were being encouraged to gather together in cluster
groupings; .,fter that initial period, the two programmatic strategies were
combined and families invited to select home visits, cluster groupings or
some combination of the two approaches. The result was a rather
individualized program, in which particular families chose the arrangements
that they felt best suited their needs. The challenge for program evaluation
was to determine whether to attempt analyses which differentiated some of the
various combinations selected most often by program families, or to avoid the
complexity of those possibilities and simply distinguish program from control
families.

Following many analyses of these various modelso_with a particular
emphasis on school outcomes, we decided to use a model throughout this_report
that included just the simple two-level comparison based on the_nominal
assignment of a family either to control or_to the program condition. _Thit
-was the most oonservative approach. It minimized_artifacts due to_small
subclass sizes and to self-selection of families into various levelt of
participation.
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Analytic Methods

Summary of-Stetistical Methods

Our conceptual schema is presented in Figure 1. It provides an overview

of the hypothesized interrelations among the major classes of variables.

Home-srhool communication and the child's performance in school, although

conceptually distinct, are shown in a single box, to minimize the number of

imam
CONCEPTOAL $COMIL PON TIMM VALUATION:

mannsizza zmomummnaWi Ammo mums

SOCIODIMOGSAPRIC STATUS

awes; -ethnicity. ,

Marital etetUS.
Materna! educatiOd. 1
Sex of child.
Irmai/y income.
Maternal labor force
_ participation._
SesideutiaI_mobility._
NiighbOthood:_ city or
suburban @tithed.

Public Or priVate
school.

PROGRAM IMMINENT

NomietI assignment
by maighbotheed;

Number of events
(eastings, home
Visits) participated
is.

PSOCIPTIONS

Mithges perceptises
of self amd
of the child.

SOCIAL MINORS

Social Network else.
Social support.

PANINT-CEILD
ACTIVITUS

Qeatinc7.
Task.
Copasionship;

NONE-SCSOOL ONSNINICATIONS

(Magnets between parent
ebd teether aa reported
bye!). parent; add el
reported by the teacher.

Parent-initiated contacts.
Teacher-initiated contacts.

PERIPONKANCE IN
AND ADAPTATION TO SCNOOL

Meson card scores.
Teacher's evaluation of:
=Chgnitive deveopmemt
-Cognitive metivatiod
-Personal adjustment.

Parent's evaluation.

connecting arrows.__SociOdemographic variables and the program are alto sho4in

in a single box. The analyses presented in subsequent chapters eMphatize the

joint effects of thete Variables and the program. This involves an

examination of the Main_effects and interactions among all of thete variables;

including the program; in relation to_the other domains indicated by_boxes in

the diagram. The attOwsi as drawn, are iptended to imply the pottibility_of

interactions among Any Variables (from any domain) that appear in a specified

model.

It is important_to distinguish between what we mean by direCt and

rect effects. Dirett effects are_those implied by a single_path_On the

diagram -- moat particularly; the effects of the program_on child oUtcomes

without operating through other elements on the model. In contraSti indirect

effects are those that &fleet the child through the parents (or the

parent-child interaction), as measured by parents' perceptions Of Self and

child, by their toportt Of activities with the child, and by social network

measures. Thus, in a_fOrMal sense, there is an isomorphic relatiOn between

direct and indirect effects, and single- and simultaneous-equation_statistical

models. Analyses based on Simultaneous equations are not pretented in this
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report. They will_be the subject of future work. We do retain the
direct/indirect effect terminology, even for analyses carried out Oy
single-equation Methodt.Thus,_fOr example, the term_"indirect effect" is_
UStsu Ui uiscussing the effect of_the program_on school outcomes through change

in social netWorkS. The true indirect effect is not_partitioned outi however,
and we can not know with certaintY_which_part of a significant network term in
the equation is the indiredt effect of the_program_and which part is a direct
network effect or the indirett effect of other factors.

The core of oUr firtt=ttage StatistiCal analyses involves single-equation
models; using regression_techniques (inclUding analysis of variance and
covariah6e). These Modelt frequently involve specifying different regressions
for each subgroup_in the Model (analysis of homogeniety of regressions), the
simultaneout dkaMinatiOn Of group_(ecological) and individual effects, and
repeated_meaSUres on the dependent variables. (For more detail, see the full

report, Chapter 2.)

StibtlaSt-tilbt The adequacy of subclass_numbers_Wthe design requires
some ditdUStien. Clearly, we_have more categorical yariables of importance
than tan beintlUded jOintly in any given_model._ Our_general approach has
been td_lOok at a Series Of mbdels with different combinations of factors,
atteMpting by_tnis stage-wise process_to_gain_a_good understanding of the
underlying telation$._ As we use_models that concentrate on subsamples (for
inetande, COMparing single vs. married white_womeni or_Blacks vs. whites),
fWer variables can be Includedi_owing to the_smaller sample numbers of the
lattet groups. The numbers_of familie!; in each of the subgroups included in
thit report were Shown earlier in Table 2.

_A large_number of alternative models were examined in the process of
deVelopiog_thote ultimately presented_in this report. Some of these are
diStUtted in the following_chopters, along with the final models used. There

it; hoWeVer, a tete model that was derived and_is_used throughout the entire
report. At already diSCUSSedi the program is examined_as a two-level factor,
based on_nominal_assignment to_program and control groups. The program factor
(PrOgraMicontrc1), _race (Black/white), and family structure
(Married/unmarried) are ih this basic model. The subclass sizes in this model
ate_th6Se Sh0Wh in Table 2. Maternal education, as an indicator of
SddideCtih6Mic statusi is also in this_model either categorically (S12 years >
Vt. 12 years)i or in continuous form with regressions specified separately by

subgroups. In a_primary model form, an intervening variable of interest --
for example, a measure of parent-child activities -- is included with separate
regressions for the eight basic subclasses while the outcome -- for exaMple,
the child's performance in school -- is examined. In this model, the priMarY
focus is whether the relationships -- of school performance on activities, in
this example -- are the same for the eight model subclasses; and in particular
whether these regressions are the same for program and control.

The_Bemainder of the-Rea=

Chapters 2 and 3 in this summary report provide the basic resUltt Of
examination into the workings and impacts of the parental empowerMent prO
In Chapter 2 we consider those results as aegarate-dotha-thS: thd relationt
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between pro-grab's inVblVement and child_performance in school, mother-child

activitiet, Change-5 in Mothers' personal networks, and mothers' perceptions of

etting abilities. _An effort_is made to understand rel4ttonsh4125

in Chapter 3_-- for instancei_the relationship between_
increased Ote bf Mother's network and her child's_performance in_schbol, at a_

function Of program involvement; Chapter 4 is used to focus an integrated Set

"of finding-5 Oh the primary research questions_posed in the original_prbpb$al

to the National Institute of Education, and to explore the implicatioht Of _

thete findingS for the future of families and public education in the United

State-S.
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CHAPTER 2
SEPARATE OUTCOMES OF THE EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM

Moncrieff Cochran and Charles R. Henderson, Jr.

The five classes of outcomes expected to be affected by participation in
the Family Matters program are included in Figure 1. Each of those sets of
variables is examined separately in this chapter in an effort to identify the
dimensions of family ecology most strongly associated with involvement in the
program. When presenting these results we begin with behavior in that domain
in the model furthest removed from the home -- the child's behavior in school
-- and then proceed systematically through relations and perceptions operating
closer to and then within the immediate family: parentteacher communications,
social network ties, parentchild activities, and the mother's perception of
herself as a parent. These findings will provide the foundation for a set of
more complex analyses which are presented in Chapter 3.

Effects on School Outcomes

One of the primary goals of the program intervention -- even if indirect
-- was to facilitate the child's interaction with and performance in school.
Many of the activities of the Family Matters Program were aimed at iiproving
the child's cognitive skills. It is these cognitive performance outcomes' as
well as measures of, the child's work habits and interpersonal relations at
school' that are examined here.

The data on school performance and adaptation come from two sources:
school records (including report cards' attendance records, and information on
the child's assignment to special education' remedial help, or being retained
in the same grade); and a set of questions, called the Teacher Survey,
prepared by the project and completed by the teachers of each of the project's
children in April through June of 1982 (when most of the children were
completing first grade).

The report cards did not have identical formats for all children in the
sample. Therefore, the projnct asked privateschool teachers to transform the
grades they had given into the format of tNe more prevalent publicschool
form, thus making it possible to confine attention to this form only. To
provide comparability across the total sample' items for which there was no
obvious match for all school types were eliminated from consideration.

The selection of individual variables and construction of scales were
based on analyses of correlations between variables' content validity' and a
sequence of preliminary analyses of 'variance and covariance. The reduced list
of variables was then subjected to intensive_analysis to examine program
effects._ That array is presented in the full report (Cochran and Henderson,
1985). They can be organized into several general categories: measures of
the child's cognitive development' cognitive motivation and work habits, and
social and interpersonal characteristics. Here discussion is confined to
those variables considered most important and those that best illustrate
common_patterns of results. These are_not the only variables for which
tiOificant retultt were identified. They are representative of more general
patterns.
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Six of the 225 target children available for analysis_at Time 2 were

classified by the schools as being in special education. These children had

:ontitions ranging from learning disabilities to Down's syndrome. In all

cases, they were not graded by the standard criteria, and we cannot aSsume

that the teacher used the same criteria for those children as for others in

response to the Teacher Survey. Therefore, a decision was made to exclude

these caget from the analyses of school outcomes and of home=school

communications, and from the analyses linking school outcomes to other

variables (Chapter 3).

In the course of analyzing the school data, we became aWare of the

importance of distinguishing public and private schools. The patterns of

resultt are quite different for these two settings. The private=school sample

is smaller than the public. Therefore, the first set of resultt is given for
the public-school sample only, where a more fully specified model with larger

subclass sizes could be used. Later a model is considered that permits

comparison of public with private schools. .

In this public school analysis program (contrOl Vs. program)i race

(Black vs; white), and family structure (one- vs. two-parent families), are the

primary classification factors. One set of analyses considered simply those

variables and their interactions. It is also important to bring in a measure

of_socioeconomic status that is available and valid fer the entire sample

under consideration; Since the sample was not uniformly distributed by SES

atross race, family structure, and program groups, controlling for

socioeconomic status was important. Previous work With baseline data showed

mother's education to be our best measure of SES;_preliminary_analyses of

school data confirmed this. In this inStance, mOther's education was included
categorically with two levels (112 years, >12 years).

The statements of findings to be presented_in_this report are based on

tests that are significant at the 610 level orbetteri unless otherwise

indicated. That is, every assertion made in_the tekti even without an

explicit reference to a table and a probability, is significant at the .10

level or better. The tables of results_give probabilities that are
significant at the .20 level or better foe any tests shown by the table

configurations.

A reminder is important at this point. Results are reported in the

language of program children "scoring_higher" or "performing better" than the

controls, for certain family types, with the sense that the program produced

the differences. While this causal process may_in_fact exist, at this stage

we are simply reporting_groUp differences, which could be due to something

other than the prograM ittelf,_ We have not been able to ellminate these

apparent program_effeCtt by_adjustMent for sociodemographic variables, but_

this process will continUd_beyOnd the scope of this report; In addition, it

is important to emphatike that no adjustment has been made for innate or

initial ability, bedeute ne tetts_of cognitive development were conducted at

baseline. Therefore the potsibility that the_children selected for the _

program began with an innate cognitive advantage cannot be completely ruled

out.
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Results for Children in the Public Schools

There are two overall program findings, statistically significant Across
a number of variables, that emerge from the public-school data. We find,
first, strong and quite coherent positive program effects for children in_the
public schools from two-parent families (across race and education groups) and
for children from lower-SES families, as_measured by mother's education
(across race and family-structure groups). This pattern of results means
that the effects are typically strongest in more narrowly_defined groups. _For
example, for two-parent families in which the mother had lower educationi_the
program effect was significant for a high proportion of all variables._ The
general pattern of results held most strongly for the measures of CognitiVe
development, but was also present for certain other variables.

The second major pattern involved the comparison of public and parochial
schools. The positive program effects did not hold as strongly_in the private
schools. There was a tendency toward negative program effects forthe
private-school sample, but this effect was largely_limited to two-parent_ White
families in which the mother had low education (n=11). The reaulta of thote
data analyses are presented separately below.

abgataiLkleieloomedit - The_pattern of positive_program_effectt, _

particularly_for tworparent families and for lower-SES families (mother's
education 12 years), is seen_most strongly in the report card evaluation of
the core subjects of reading* language, mathA and_science, as opposed_to
subjects such as music and health or_to ratings of work-habits or social-
behavior. The pattern is also seen in the vocabulary/language Teacher Survey
variables.

The average report_card_score for the core subjects is shown in Table 3.
The patterns shown in the tAble_illustrate_those found for all_of the major_
cognitive variables analyzed._ Note that_the program contrast_is significant
for the overall main effect (bottom row_in table),_ for married couples, and
feir low maternal education, as well as for many of the subclasses that
contribute to these effectt (e.g., two-parent Blacks, two-parent whites).
This pattern_ was_also_evident_in the "vocabulary" and "auditory skills"
variables taken from the Teacher Survey.

Cognitive motivation - Tho results for variables concerning the child's
work habits and personal characteristics, which might be thought of as
contributing to success in school, are interesting in comparison to the
cognitive development variables. Relatively few of these variables show a
program effect. The absence cf differences on these variables between program
and control children can from an overall perspective be regarded as
reassuring, because it ind::ates that the teachers are not operating with a
basic response sec.

$ocia'l relations - The social-relations variables produced a consistent
trend of negative as well as positive program effects. For most of these
social relations variables (see the full report for a complete list of the
variables in this group), there was a negative effect in the white,
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Table 3
Average_Report Card Scores*

(Core Subjects)

control Prwram 12-= 11 agel,

Single (15,18) 26.85 27.94 1.09

Black
Married (8,9) 26.13 31.34 5.21 .15

Single (11,19) 27.00 29.06 2.05

White
Married (35,48) 29.41 32.89 3.48 .02

Low Ed. (21,33) 25.57 26.27 .70

Single
High Ed. (5,4) 26.27 30.72 ..4.45

Low Ed. (23,32) 24.71 30.48 5.77 . 1

Married .

High Ed. (21,25) 30.82 33.75 2.93

Low Ed. (44,65) 25.14 28.37 3.23 .03

Married (44,57) 27.77 32.12 4.35 .03

Overall (70,94) 26.85 3031 3.46 .03

*Numbers in parentheses show cell sizes for control and program subgroups.

single-parent, higheducation program comparison. There are,_however, only

two program and three_control families in this group. For this reason the

result is not to be given great weight.

Parochial vsi. -Pub 11-t-Stheio-1g

There was a general trend across most variables for higher scores by

children in private than in the public schools. When the

programrby-school=type interaction is examined, there was also a tendency for

the control children in public schools to be lower than the other three

subclasses. For example, for the report card core subjects variable we have

the following:

Table_4 _ _ _ _

Core Subjects by Type Of SchOol

Control Program

Public 26.51 29.14

Parochial 30.42 31.90
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This is an interesting pattern. Perhaps there is some self-selection
mechanism operating in the case of those families who make the decision to
send their_children_to private schools. Or maybe the grading (and other
evaluation) in private schools was such that most children are placed at the
higher_end_of the scale. Either of these possibilities would create a
situation in which there was relatively less room for improvement in grades to
be effected fse the program in the private schools. This would explain the
greater program effect in the public schools. The overall impression is that
the program has compensated in the public school setting for what would
otherwise be the negative effects of lower socioeconomic status on early
school performance.

erogram_Effects, School Outcomes. and _Family MobiltIY

For each family in the study, we determined at follow-up data collection
the number of residential moves made during the preceding four years. The
sample_available for analysis at_Time 2 was limited to those families.
remaining_in_the Syracuse community, so the moves were ones-node within this
region. We hypothesized that_greater mobility might impair program
effectiveness and examined school outcomes in the usual model, but now also
included mobility_with regressions specified separately by program and
control. We found, for the cognitive outcomes, that moving had no real impact
on the_cognitive_performance of children in the control group, but that it had
a_negative_effect in_the program group. The difference between the two sets
of regressions was statistically significant. This indicates that for the
program families the program was more successful with those who were
residentially stable.

Sthobl Outcomes and Family Income Level

An examination of whether adjustment for family income level strengthened
or reduced the basic findings in the public school sample led to the
conclusion that there was no great change in the results as given above.
Looking_at regressions forincome by model subgroups itself proved
interesting, however. We discuss here the results for the entire sample.
Across the entire range of school outcomes, there was at least a trend for
program regressions to differ from control regressions, with many of those
differences significant at the .05 level or better. These nonhomogeneous
regressions were generally positive for the control families and flat (or even
negative) for program familios. This indicates that greater incomein the
absence Of any interventionwas associated with better performance by the
child in school. But the data suggest that this is not so forthe families
receiving the program: the program apparently buffered the negative
consequences of low income. This pattern was seen in three of the four
subgroups; it was not evident for children in white, two-parent families. The

pattern was strongest for noncognitive variables such as interpersonal
relations, personal adjustment, social maturity, and cognitive motivation.
But similar trends held for most of the cognitive variables as well.
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Di Scuts-ion

Fi-ogram_effects have been demonstrated_for measureS_Of cognitive

perfOrMance_in_school. Are these a coherent set of findingti_or_are they

better_explained by artifadt_and sociodemographic and Other characteristics

that Might pot have been controlled for in the analyadt? AS mentioned above,

we haVe no way of knowing_the child's innate cognitiVe abilities or_his or her

leVel Of performance at Tifile li_before the program Started. Thusg_there is a

heaVy burden_of proof reqUited_to_attribute empirical differences in school

perfOrmance to the influence Of the program.

Does the evidence that iS available in support Of program_effects have

any Credence? _The positiVe effects are seen for MOtt Of_the_cognitive

performance_variables, and_the lack_of_effects in other domains argues

against a_response set at the explanation for cognitiViaperformance

differences._ It is alto OncOUraging that sociodemOgraphic controls do not

SUbstantially eliminate the program effects.

Additional evidente of the coherence of the results for_school

performance is the program's apparent buffering effeCt on the adverse _

consequences_of lower inceme. The fact that a rather strong_positive effect

of greater family incOme_On the child's school_PerfOrmance in the control

group_was_not seen with the children_whose families participated in the

program is another indiCation that the program ittelf was exerting a positiVe,

independent influence upen the families it serVed.

There is also eVidence of a ceiling effect in these data. Evaluations

were higher in parochial than in public schoolgi and the positive prograin

effects were stronger and more consistent across family_types in the publiC

schools. One possible explanation for less ptogram impact in the parOthial

settings is that grades are already high in the private schools and there is

comparatively less rOOM for further improvement_by the program. Evidence from

other studies also Shows higher grades in priVate schools (e.g.. ColeMan,

1974);

The fact that the program appears to haVe had its greatest effecta_fer

families in which the MOther's education is high School or below, especially

for two-parent familiegi Could also be interpreted in a similar way to the

public-private finding. Perhaps the more educated mothersi regardless Of the

programi_ were more effeCtive in assisting their children to develop the Skills

necessary for higher School performance. thut leaving little room for the

program to work.

Impact on Home-Schodi-Communications

Interest in the quantity and quality of relations between home and school

has grown over_the past five years as educators_and family advocates have come

to appreciate_the contribution that the other can make to the development of

the child. _There is growing realizatien that_partnership between_these two

influences in the life of the childinay be mutually beneficial ttth fulfilling

the aspirations of parents for the futUre of their children and meeting the

expectations placed upon schools by the communities they serve
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(Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Lightfoot, 1978; Seeley, 1981). Reference was made in
the NIE contract proposal to the fact that from a research standpoint little
is actually known about patterns of communication between parents and
teucne:s, especially as those patterns relate to first-grade children (see
also Gotts and Purnell, 1984). Thus this part of our research and evaluation
effort has been an exploration in largely uncharted waters. Our general
hypothesis has been that "the educational potential of the school is enhanced
to the extent that linkages are established and maintained between family and
school both prior to and after the child's entry." (NIE Proposal, Cochran,
1980). This hypothesis actually consists of two separable parts, one of which
will be addressed here. The immediate question is whether "linkages are
established and maintained between family and school," and whether in turn
involvement with the Family Matters program affel:ted that ettablishment and
maintenance. Consideration of whether "the educational potential of the
school is enhanced" is reserved for later in this summary report.

Data were gathered about home-school communications from the mOther via
an interview and from the child's teacher_vii a,questionnaire (see protocols
in the full report). Descriptive statistics_were examined for nine.categories
of communication: hetet, telephone calls, informal talks, academic assistance,
report cards, group meetingsp_observations#.conferences (parent-teacher)i_and
classroom volunteering. Low frequency of response in a nuMber of_categories
led to the reduced Aet shown in Figure 2# which includes_three categories of
communication' each containing variables representing both teacher's and
parent's perspectives of communication generated from both sources.

Figure_2
NOMe-School Communications Variables

Parent Respondent

Conferences* At parent request
At teacher request

Motet**

Telephone Callt**

Parent sent_note
Parent received note

Parent called
Patent received call

Teacher Respondent

At teacher request
At parent request
Regularly scheduled by school

Teacher received_note
Teacher sent note

Teacher called
Teacher received call

*C-OtifetehCet, eOded initially by raw_frequency (0-20)i were recoded as a
Simple dictotomy (0i 1+) to reduce the impact of outlying values and produce a
more normal distribution of scores.

**Notet_and_calls_Were_also initially coded simply for frequency (0-50)._
Again, to eliminate outlying values the code was collapsed (0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
S+).

_
While actiVities designed to prepare parents for effective communica-

tion with School personnel were a significant part of the Family Matters
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program, we recognized that other forces were also at work in determining the

frequency of commication between home and school. In most instances,

initiation of home-school communication is made by teacher or parent when

tnere is a feeling that something is wrong == that the child is in difficulty.

To examine this phenomenon we identified those children who were indicated by

tWo or more sources to be "not doing well" fsee Technical Note 4.2 of full

report for criteria used to distinguish children). Eighty children were

distinguished in this manner (control and program). Table 5 provides a

comparison of the levels of home-school communic§tion for those families with

the levels for the rest of the sample (n = 139).° The reader can see in Table

5 that, in 12 of 13 instances, reported communication is higher with families

Where: the child is perceived as struggling than with those involving a more

"Successful" child. Ten of those 12 differences show statistical
Significance. _The single variable showing no real difference between group

means is the only one initiated by the school system rather than the parent or

teacher. Clearly, communication is linked with the perception that the child

.is having difficulty in school.

Convinced of the importance of distinguishing children perceived as in

some difficulty from those deemed 'doing all right," we proceeded to make

control-program comparisons separately for those two groups. No

Table 5

Mean Frequencles_of Contact: Overall Sample
. by Chil4 Perforeance Levei

GiNdsZMWAI

Parent reported requesting
Teacher repartee receiving request
Parent reported receiving request
Teacher reported requesting
School invited

Parent reported sending note
Teacher reported receiving note
Parent reported_receiving note
Teacher reported sending note

Telephone-Cant

Parent reported calling
Teacher reported receiving call
Parent reported receiving call
Teacher reported calling

*_ 1..05

a.re I am

Doing_Well
n * 139

In Difficulty
n s 80

.10 .22_

.15 .26'

.10 .23*

.20 43***

.a3 .81

1;31 1.51*
1.21 1.55_
_.89 142*
1.40 2.60***

.87

.52

.47
1.06

1.33**
830
1.12*
1.76**i

8The Sample (0=219)_consisted of all Wave II familieS except_those_in__

which the child was identified by the school as in need of special education

(6 faMiliet).
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prograM=control differences were found for the group of patents and teachers

in which the children were seen as performing satitfaCterily.

Closer examination of the magnitude of difficulty experienced by program

and control children in the "difficulty" group indicated that greater

difficulty was experienced by children in the control portion of that

group. (See details in full report.) Because evidence already indicated that

communications increased with amount of perceived difficulty (Table 4), we

realized that accurate_comparison of communications by control and program

parents and teachers in the "difficulty" group would require statistical

control for these remaining differences in level of difficulty. This was

accomplished by including "level of difficulty" in the analyses as a

covariate. Table 6 shows_the findings generated by the control-program

comparison of families whose children were considered in some sort of

difficulty, controlling for the magnitude of that difficulty.

Four patterns can be identified in Table 6. The first is one of-no

program effect on home-school communication for Black, single parent

families. A sharp contrast is provided by the secor.d pattern3 consistent

differences in favor of the program for parentt in Black, two-parent

families. Especially noteworthy are three instances in which the difference

appears in reports by b.= parents and teachers (conferences at parent

Table 6
Contacts Between Home_and_SchOol

Children in Difficulty Only*

Single
BlaCk

Married

White
Sinole Married

F

Qonferences

P F P F P F P

Parent requested 2.9 .09(+) 3;5 .07(-)

Parent received request 3.5 .07(+)

Teacher received request 3.3 .08(+) 3.6 .06(-)

Teacher requested

Telephone Calls
Parent called 1.8 .19(=)

Teacher received call 8;1 Al(+)

Parent received call 4;8 .03(+) 3.5 .07(+)

Teacher called 2;8 -.10(+) 2.6 .11(0 2.5 .12(+)

Notes
Parent sent note 5;2 .03(+) 1.8 .19(-) 5.5 .02(=)

Teacher received note .16(+)

Parent received note

_2;1

11.7 .001(+) 4.3 .04(=-)

Teacher sent note

*Analysis limited tad Children_in difficulty_In = 80), with the measure of

difficulty entered continuously as an adjustment for differences betweeh

control and program subgroupt in degree of difficulty experienced by the

children.
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etiqUett, telephone calls by teaCher, notes sent_by parent). The third _

cAttewft shows_fewer conferencet ahd_ Mord phone_calls for the white, Single

paeents in_the prooram. Finally, the_program parents in white, two parent

faMilies_appear to be less involVed With notes_than were their control

counterparts, especially from the parents' perspective.

Discussion

The_emergence of a potitiVe "conference_effect" associated With program

involvement was combined, ft:4' the Black, married parents, with tiMilat_

differences in telephone and Written communications. Together thete findings

ihdicate that this group of patents was especially eager to play a_rtile ih

making the_school "work" on_behalf Of their_children. These parents Showed

various signs of upward social MObility; they lived in two-earner hOUteholds

and had recently purchased hOffies ih ah integrated neighborhood. Thete data

suggest that they also placed high value on schooling as a meant for assuring

the future success of theie Childten.

The data in Table 6 altti teem to indicate that something it COritteaining

the white program parents feoM parentrteacher_communications that WOUld

otherwise occur at a relatiVely high frequency (high control geOUp Means). _Ip

the casc_of the white, single MOthersi fewer conferences apperae tti_be balanced

by relatively more telephone Calls._ But this is not the case foe the white,

married families, leading Ut tO wonder whether they are in sane tense

resisting the impulse to ComMunicate with the teachers of theit children.

What might acCoUnt fOr this resistance?. One possibility_is that this

subgroup of program parents faces other external demands,_ Which somehow

interfere with home-schOol communications. A look at background

characteristics_like edUcational level,_working hours, nuMber_of children, and

residential mobility (tee Technical Note_2.1 in fUll report) does not support

this hypothesis. It it possible that involvement with the program_itself

reduced the tendencY_Of_these parents to initiate or respOnd to school-related

communications? Might_the_peogram designers and workert_haVe been sending

messages that suggetted alternatives to increased communications as

appropriate tesponset to signs that the child was having tome difficulty in

school? This postibility is considered in Chapter 4.

Sy-s-terns- -aInformal Social Support as-Prograiii-Otittomes

The conceptual mOdel_gUiding the planning, implementatiOni and now

evaluation of this edUCatiOnal intervention includes the ekpectation that

children in familiet itiVOlVed in the program will_perform better at school

than those without adOett to program activities. The direct_links between

program assignment and Various school outcomes were examined earlier in this

chapter. Equally of_interesti from our ecological ,pettpectivei are any links

that might be foUnd_between program involvement and_the psychological and

social environs of family members, especially as thit more proximate focus

9There was nonhomogeneity for the regressions of several of these outcome

variables on the "difficulty" covariate. For this reason these findings have

more limited generalizability than would otherwise be the case;
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might in tOrn be linked to school outcomes. Attention is directed hete to the

personal toCial network.

Tr: the oriei nal_proposal to the NatiOnal Institute of Education we

hypothesited_that "the effectiveness of the filthily as a childrearing system it

enhanced by the existence of a supportive SoCial network made up of relatives,

friendt, neighbors, and other persons outtide the immediate family" (HIE

Proposal, COchran, 1980); The networks-related question of interest for thit

evaluatiOn is. "Has_participation in the FaMily Matters_program altered the_

social SUppOrts available_to mothers in Wayt that have significance for their

attitiidet toward and activities with thdit_thildren and for those childrentt

perfOttafte in school?" This iarger quettion it better subdivided into two

smallet OheS: "Has participation in the prOgram altered social supports?"_

andi if_soi "Are these changes reflected in parents' attitudes, parent-child

eCtiVities, or child_performance in 506017" There is a small but growing _

body Of evidence asupport the assettiOn that certain network characterittics

ate_related to parent and child_outtOOdt (Abernethy, 1973; Crockenberg, 1981;

Belle, 1982; Zelkowitz, 1981; Tietjen, 1979; Homel and Burns, 1981; Bee et

a)., 1982). We know of no instancet, however, in which Chingeti, in network

SttdCture or functioning have been linked direotly to program intervention, or

Whete_parent and child outcomes have been associated with these changes. Here

We Will be concerned only with progtam=related_alterations in social

SUpports. Findings involving the wayt that changed networks are astociated

With More positive school outcomes are presented in Chapter 3.

The networks variables analyzed fOr_this report are shown in coluMn 1 of

Figure 3. The names and definitions Of the constructs represented by these

vatiables are provided in columns 2 and 3 Of the figure. Further discussion

of_Concepts and methods related to varlable construction can be found in the

full report;
figure 3

111.Cm0rk Coastructs bad Variables

C66111= WWII= Variable Naas

Centersdness Tbe Omar*, that Won't Network Wiper of kin

is dominated by ibAlIdalla In %Mbar of Nonkin

particular role (kin/W*1N
'slobbers. worluestati Other friends)

Resource Strength Me use Made by PerMits of_estrork
embers for the MiChange_of social
support and material resources

Interntity
The affectiv deoth of netiOrk tilt

°Supportivenesec, The degroe_to which the network is
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Want as 'gawking things easier for

FulactIonal footwork

site
Amount oft-

emotional-support._
childrearing adlcer
ba4Yilttlej support.
flimancial_support
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whom you discuss
work.
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Immaiers.
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It is important to note_that the network variables consist primarily of

change_measures, and differ in that way from any of the other data presented

in +hic Arlument.

A review of baseline_findings (see full report) served to underscore the

importance of socioecondMid factors_for network relations. Therefore the

basic models used to analyze_network_data included mother's education as 6

continuous variable' and contained the three factors now familiar to the

reader (program' races_ family StrUCture) with regressions on education

specified separately for -Oath subclass.

Progrcm-related-Ctimmii.getUdAetWiltk_lize

There are various size dimensions of_personal networks that have _

potential significande for parents. Total size includes all of the people

whom they list as "important_in Ohe way or another." Membership in the

functional network is liMited tO those_people_from the total who are

identified as engaging in_SpeCific_exchanges_with the pareht (emotional

support, childrearing adViddi tett.). The_oximarersorli is a still SMAllet

subset of the total: those_00Mbers_whom the_parent distinguishes as "most

important." (For more detail, see_the full report.) In anticipatiOn of the

more differentiated findings reported belowi_it can be said that the Mott

substantial impacts:of the program_on mothers' personal networks can be_teen

at this primary leVel. FOr one subgroup 7- white, single mothers -.7 thiS_

effect expanded outward:into the functional and even the total levels of the

network.

Because changet in the personal networks brought about by the Orbgram_are

not obvious at the leVel Of the overall network' these data are nOt presented

in this suMMary. One discriptive note deserves mention' however. ThOse data

involving the_teital network reveal that personal networks do not iititeeilarily

expand over_tiMe dUting_this stage in the mother's life. Total netWork_size

declines slightly tiVer time for tOree of the four control subgroupt, and for

one of the four subgroups receiving the program.

Changerim-Fanctional-Membership

Mean changet in Sizes of the functional networks over the three-year
period of_the prOgramhare shown in_Table 7, distinguishing kinfolk frbm

nonkin. _The table indicates, for example, that the networks ofBlacki_ single

mothers in the program increased by two nonkin members' while thote of white,

single prOgraM Mothers decreased by about 1.5 relatives.

The first Striking feature of this table is the number of negative signs

appearing for the kin means. Closer inspection of the data for relatives

reveals that the means for all four white subgroups have groWn Smaller with

time, while this is true in none of the four Black groups. Thit is reflected

in a statistically significant difference (p < .05) between the overall Black

and white means (B * +0.5; W * -1.0), controlling for mothers education. In

general, then, it appears that Black mothers become somewhat more involved

with kin over time during Clis phase of their lives, while white mothers

reduce that involvement to some degree.
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Table 7 _

Change in_Size Of FUnctiOril. Network:
Kin/Nonkin Compariton

Single

Control

.05

Kin
Program

.83

NOnkin
Control Program

.64 2.00
Black

Married .70 .85 .70 .00

Single =.62 =1.56 =.56 2.48

White
Married =.48 =1.13 1.31 -.04

From the prcnrammatic Standpeinti ne kin=based comparisons with_control
subgroups show differencet that_approach_statistical significance. In the
case of nonrelatives, however, both Black and_white single mothers.showed an
increase greater than that which occurred in the control group (p = .08 for
each subgroup).

ThEi-Content of Exchanges

Six categories of network exchange content were examined for each
respondent: childrearing_AdViCe, babytittibg, borrowing,_financial assistance,
job-related exchange,_and emotional support._ From the standpoint of program
impacto_the interest is in Change over time_in the number of network_members_
availabll to_the mother_fer each content category. A summary of findings is
presented below. (See TableS 6.6 and 6.7 in the full report for presentation
of the data in greater detail.)

We begin with single MOthert,_Where_indications_of a program effect_have
already been reported for_number Of nOnkin at the total and functional network
levels. _White, single mothert intlUded ih the program reported_more
nonrelatives with whom they engaged ih borrowing (p = ;07) and_emotional
support (p =_.08)._ Ih the_case of_those working outside the home, there was
an increase_in work=related support from nonkin in favor of the program that
reached statiStiCal eighificance_(p_< A5). The pattern for Black, single
mothers_wat similar to that for their white counterparts, although not quite
as consistent. EffeCtt ih favor of the_program were seen for borrowing
(Pnonkin 4 .05)_and_at a trend for emotional support (e,nonkin__= .14); In the
Case ot_Work-related support, however, it was the_controi=group mothers who
reported a substantial increase from kin, while the program mothers reported
no appreciable change (pkin = 01);

There was some indication in Table 7 that participation in the Family
Matters program might have been associated with limits to the increase in size
of functional networks for married mothers, and especially white, married
mothers. For these mothers, the same pattern_appears with reports of
borrowing activities: those in the control group report an increase in
borrowing from relatives, while program mothers indicate no real change (pkin

4
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10 A_somewhat similar pattern can_be seen for Black, married mothers

With respect to advice, but involving priMatily nonrelatives(p-'Nankin =.05;

Pkn &.17i both in_favor of controls). _We had also noted_earller a general

tencenc*_on the_part of white mothers, irrespective of_programi to reduce the

nuMber of kinfolk in the network over tiMe, a_pattern not reported by Black

mothers. This same pattern is especially_evident here_for single mothers in

relation to financial supports where Black single mothers show a mean increase

Of 1.3 relatives while their white_tednterparts report.a decrease of 1.1.

This difference proves highly signifitant as_a race-by-family-structure

interaction (p < .001). The releVante Of this findipg is enhanced by the fact

that the U.S. economy was experiencihg a sharp recession during the time

period between our data collection pointt.

De Primary NetweILK

The primary network is Made up ef those_people from the total meMberthip

whom the mother identifies at raiust iMportant"_to_her (see Technical Note 6.1

in the full report). Mani stUdentt Of social support have confined

theirinvestigations to these very ihtehte ties and attest to their importance

(Belle, 1982). Changes in numbert Of primary kin and nonkin over time are

shown as difference scores in Table 8.

Table 8
Change in Size of Primary Network:

Kin/Nonkin Comparison

Kin
Centrol Program Control

bindkin_
Program

Single 2.79 1;28 1.32 2.61

Black
Married 1.30 2.32 1.60 1.31

Single .81 1;61 1.62 3.74

White
Married 1.07 2;84 2.76 1.81

Most apparent when cOmparing thase findings with overall changet at_the

functional level (Table 7) IS the_absence of negative values; there haS_been

an increase in the size Of thd_primary network between baseline and fellow7up

even for mothers in the contrel_group._ These% data suggest that, in general,

mothers expand their inVolV4hient With intimate relationships bettide the

immediate family as theY proceed through this stage in the family life cycle;

This general groWth in the primary network over time seeMS te have been

further stimulated in Etne instances by involvement with the Family matters

program. The pattern here is a familiar one: program effects fer Single

mothers expressed via Unrelated friends; For single parents as_a_WhOle the

effect appears as a program=by-family-structure interaction, and is highly

10It is interesting te note the parallel between this finding and that

related to home-schoOl ce0Municationsi where the program seemed to reduce

certain types of communication by white, married parents.
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signifiqaht (D nonkin 4 ADO It also appears
r

.05; Black D-nonldn.= .013). More of a surpr
apparent at otner levels of the network, is a
with kinfolk for white, married mothers (pkin

for married Black mothers is similar to
comparison does not approach significance due
Sizes.

for each subgroup (white-orhOnkin
Ise, because it hadilet_been
positive program effect seen

.05). The pattern_of kin
that for whites, although the
in part to much smaller cell

These_program effects seen at the primary level of_the network ate_more
pervasive than any identified in the functional or total networks. FUrther
analysit_of the data (full report) left little doubt that the changes_in size

of the_primary network over time included the addition of some indiViduals who

were nowhere to be found in the networks at baseline, and that for_some types
of_mothers these additions were more plentiful With program participation than

without; These analyses also indicate that in most_iastances the overall
change between baseline and follow-up was greater_than that accounted for by

the addition of new members, leaving us to conclude_that a certain_amount_of

the growth over time was_due also to changed perception of_membership.included

at both time points. That is* partidipatiOn in the prograM.appears_to hove
brought to parents a greater appreciation for_the_importance of_certain_people

at follow-up (defined as primary) than was evident at_baseline (when the same

people were present only at ftinctional or total level).

Discussion

The research question guiding the organization of this section was, "Has

participation in the Family Matters program altered_ social supports?" Our
analyses indicate that an affirmatiVe response can be given with_some
confidence. But the findingt are hot that simple. Mothers in some
circumstances were affected more than_ those in others, and those_circumstances

also influenced the aspects of netWOrk Structure manifesting change.

Unmarried mothers = Oue data indicate that single_mothers were_especially

responsive in network terms to program_involvement, and that this responsivity

was more evident with unmarried Caucatian women than_with_their Afro-American

counterparts. White, unmarried Mothett in the program_reported more
nonrelatives in their netWorkt, oVerall and_at the functional and primary

levels, than did theit_COntrelt. A Closer look at the content of exchanges
revealed involvement with larger nUMbti-s of people_around borrowing,

work-related support, and eMotiOnal_sUPPOrt --_always with nonkin. At the

primary level* change mottly COnSitted_of-the addition of_nonrelatives nowhere

present inthe network three years earlier (baseline). _Overall, these women

reported contact with soMewhat feller relatives at follow-up than had been the

case at baseline.

Black' unthartied MOthert_WhO participated in the program also added a
significant amOUnt Of neW_nOnkin membership to thatportion of the network

they thought of at "Mott iMportant" (primary). _They were 1ss likely,

however* to eepott indreWilS_at the_functional_leveli_and the_increase in new

primary membership Wat alMoSt as apt to_ involve relatives as nonrelatives.
This reflected_a mord general tendency by Black than by white women to rely

upon kinship ties.
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Married-mothers _- With married women,_prograM effects were much less

pervasive than proved to be the_case for single MOthersi and what effects we

did discern were confined tojelations with kin._ In the case of_married,

Afro-A6i-icah women there was an increase at fellow-up in the number of

relativet reported in the primary network, many Of whom were new members.

White_Married mothers involved with_the program reported some decrease in

overall network size in_comparison with the appropriate controls, which was

still_Mere apparent at the_functional level. This_decrease was limited tb

nonrelatiwes. It was balanced at the primary level for mothers in the program

by_an increase in kinfolk; Closer examination shows that these kin were

priMatily people present in the network three years earlier but not defined as

especially important at that time. _So_wnereas for Black married mothers the

increaSe_in primary kin_consisted of_"firSt timers," in the case of white

motherS it_was made up largely of relatives already present before but now

endowed with greater importance.

Parent-Child-Activities

As we shift our attention to parent=Child activities our interest in

prograM outcomes moves from settings and contexts outside the home -- the _

SChOoli the personal social network --_te social activities undertaken within

the iMmediate family; The Child Caregiver_Activities interview consisted of

beth_Open-ended questions, which were coded for content, and a variety of

checklist_questions added to the follow-up assessment. In this report we

concentrate exclusively.on the variables derived from checklist questions

concerning the mother's report of joint activities with the child. _These_ _

quettiens allowed for a 4-point response (nevert once in awhileiaa let;_almost

every day) to questions such as_"We_do household chores together" and "We make

up stories together." A complete liSt Of the questions can be seen in the

copy of the interview inclUded_in the full report. The 55 oriOnal questions

were reduced to 13 summary variables, and then condensed to five even_more

aggregated summary variablet for_presentation here. Four of thete joint

activity summary variables were labeled talk, creativity' taSkS, and

companionship. The fifth consisted of a "total activities" Score.

The Effects of the ProtOem-titi-10-int Activities

The approach used te_ahalyze_parent7child
activities_WaS based on our

experience with baseline data, and on the work with school oUtComes reported

earlier in this chapter. The core_model included programicontreli_racei

marital status, and mother'S education. While these comparitoh$ did uncover

some predictable differences -- more activities reported fer_all Variables by

mothers with more than by_those_With less_schoolinp for iriStance_-- /1=e_am

cs ,,
r. An attempt_td leek_at change

in amounts of reported parentChild activity between bateline And followup

also produced no coherent Or interpretable patterns.

Several different explanations for this absence of program effects are_

possible. The most obvious it that the_project staff was unable to convince

parents of the importance of engaging in activities with their children,

despite the emphasis placed on such activities during the entire:tenure of the

program. A_second possibility is that checklists recording the frequency with

which parents engage in activities with their children may not be well suited
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to capture the kinds of impacts that program participation had on the behavior
of the parents of six-year-oldsi A third -- and related -- possibility
involves the fact that the amount of time spent daily with their children by
ths,se parents had been sharply reduced by the fairly recent entry of the
children into first grade. It may be that this large-scale change_so _

dominated mothers' perceptions* and therefore their reports, that it matked
any of the more subtle differences that might have been caused by an
educational program like Family Matters.

MOthersl-Pemeadops-of'Themselvesas-Parents

The items used to construct the "perception of parenting" variable were
taken from the Stresses and Supports interview administered to the mother.
These items consist of responses to checklist questions on_a 7-point scale.
The mother was asked to rate her perception of her own performance in areas
like "teaching my child the difference between right and wrong,"_"spending
enough time with my child*" and lteaching my child the_tkills 4nd knowledge__
not taught in school." The ctmplete set of questiont it included in the full
report.

ihe model used for analysis of perceptions_was the same as_that_used for
parent-child activities (programs, race, marital status, and maternal_
education). Models that look in_greater_deteil at the two-parent white sample
and that were produttive in baseline analyses (e.g., examination of three
levels of maternal work status) are not considered in this report.

The results of the_Orogram-control compariton of mothert' perception of
parenting are shown in Table 9.

Table 9
Mothers' Perceptions of Self as Parent

Control !roam Difference

Black Single- 144,1 149.1 5.1 (.49)
Married 160.3 148.4 -11.9 (.09)

White Single_ 130.7 146.9 16.2 (.01)
Married 141.9 142.8 0.8 (.77)

Table entries are means with prObabilities in parentheses. Perceptions were
more positive for white mothers in the program than for_those in the control
group, owing especially to unmarried mothers, and for all program-involved
single mothers_in_comparison to their control group equivalents, with_the
ekteptiOn Of BlaCkt ih the lower edUcational_group._ Married Black_mothers in
the program showed less positive self-perception than_their control7group
counterparts. It appears, then, that the program_produced more_positive
perceptiont in White single mothers (whose control group_mean_of_131_was the_
loWett of the tight subgroups) and less positive perceptions in Black married
mothert (where the control group had the highest mean score, 160).
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Siummary

We have now completed presentation of the findings relating involvement
empowerment program to each Of the separate components of our

ecological model -- what we are refilling to as direct effects until there iS

evidence suggesting that one_or mbte of them is mediated by change in _

another. The findings have_been presented separately. What sort of a picture

emerges when they are considered ih relation to one another?

School performance is the_OUtcome of particular interest to the National

Institute of Education._ Our findings_indicate that involvement with_the

program is associated with better performance in school, especially_for _

chiciren with married parents whosemothers had no more than (and often less

than) a high school education (the "less educated" mothers in our sample).

What about children in one-parent families, for whom the progamL showed

no overall impact in these rather straightforward, single-outcome analyses?

Mdst we conclude that involvement by their parents (usually-mothers) in

empowerment activitiet did not translate into school performance? 'Not

necessarily. It is possible that some subset of those children did perform

better in school because their parents_participated in Family Matters, a

subset for which changes more immediate to the mother's own personal

experience led in turn to the child's improved performance. Several possible

candidates more "immediate" to the mothers were considered in this chapter:

their own personal netWorksi the activities they reported engaging in with

their children, and their perceptions of their own performance as parents.

Of theee pOttibilities,_which_seems most likely to be "Mediating" the

effect of program invOlvement on the child's school performancep_based_upon

the findings repOrted_iti_this chapter? The most likely pdttiblity would

appear to be changes in the mothers personal networks. The networks_of

unmarried mOthers involved with the program expanded at both_the functitnal

and primary_leVele. These changes_took place in relations with_nonkin;_the

program could hot be _linked with increase in contact with relatives, and may

even have contributed to a reduction in contact with kinfolk by single, white

mothers.

AnOther pOttibility involves the mother's perception Of her-own

perforMante at a parent. The_perceptions of white' single mOthers enrolled in

the progeam were much more positive than those in the Contrel group, and

perhaps_this more positive set of feelings revealed itSelf in relations with

the child Or the school, which resulted in improved schdol performance.

Parent=Child activities would not appear from out findingS to represent a

stOdeig Candidate for mediating the effects of the otogtam on_the child's

schbOl performance. This may not be because_the aCtiVitieS themselves are

unimpOrtant: we have discussed the possibility that for one_reaon or another

the data collected may have been inadequate for the desired task;

_
Contacts_between_parents and teachers proved Very interesting because

analytiS of them revealed_the power of the defitit Orientation to control the

initiatiVet of both teachers and parents. Contadt beyond a minimal amount was

cOhtingent upon definition of the child as "in SChoOl difficulty, which meant

that to a certain extent contact increased as school performance decltned. It
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was heartening to see, however, that when children were having difficulty,
parents invOlved with the empowerment program engaged in more contact with the
schools than did parents without access to the program;

We now proceed to analyses that explore the possibility of the kinds of
"intervening,ft_or "indirect," or "mediating" effects considered in this
summary._ Findings generated by those analyses are presented and discussed in
Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3

BEYOND DIRECT EFFECTS: EMPOWERMENT, SOCI8L SUPPORT,

AND THE LINKS BETWEEN ECOLOGICAL FIELDS

MOncrieff Cochran and Charles R. Henderson, Jr.

This chapter is devoted to an exploration of prOCesses through Which the

empowerment program, might have affected outcomes of interest tei the

investigators and the NatiOnal Institute of Education. These outcome's

included both school performance and domains more ecologically accessible to

parents: their_perceptions of themselves in the parenting role, actiVities

with their children, and their own personal social networks. AS the

description of the empowerment program in Chapter 1 indicatesp_each of these

ecological fields_Was_given explicit attention in program development.

Program impacts diredtly related to each of these fields were presented and

discussed in Chapter 2. Ih this third chapter the interest it in how

involvement with the program might have affected if.elettons-mong the

ecological fieldS_Just mentioned_-- the link between Social networks and

school outcomes, fOr instance, or between social networks and perceptions of

self as parent. _In looking_at these more complex differences between program

and control SeMpleti We believe that light is being shed_on_iodiredt.effectsi

by which are meant effects of_the program on ecologiCal fields relatively

distant frOM_the Went, mediated by other domains. _Foe instance, the child's

performance in school can be thought of as a parental_concern_that is beyond

the immediate COntrol of the_parent but that may be_affected by_circumstances

in more addeStible domains, like perceptions of self, parent-child activities,

or social SUppOrtt. Relationships between pairs of these domains are examined

in this chapteras a function_pf exposure to the empoirerment program,

controlling aS before for preexisting differendes in socioeconomic status.

Where differentes by program assignment are found in these links between

domains, We SpedUlate about process, the possibility that change in one domain

is dependent Upon change in the_other, while reMaining mindful of the fact

(expressed_darliet) that some influence other than program involvement may

bettor explaih_the relationship. Put another way, thit chapter "addresses

the question Of how_program effects are achieved; Whether they operate

directly on the family or the child, or indirectly by_altering external

sources of_streSS and support, the family's social hetWOrk,) the nature of the

parent-child actiVitiesi or connections between home and School" (NIE

Proposal, Cochran 1980).

MoVeMent_away_from the earlier interest in dirett effects is reflected

a change Of StatiStical method. Instead of cdintentrating on_comparisons of

means in analyses of covariance, with program attighmeht as_the independent

variable and one or_another_ecological outcome eh the dependent_side, we now

shift ciiir ihterest_to the homogeneity by prograM assignment of the_regressions

of one ecOlOgidal_domain upon another. For inStanCei iS the relationship

between a_Change_in_networks over time and sChodl performance different for

familieS ihYtilVed With the_program than it it foe thOte in the control group?

The methbdolOgy for_testing these differenceS betWeen_regressions is given in

Chapter_2 of the full report. The results are thOwh_here for_appropriate

subsaMplet ag control-program comparisons Of regreSsion_coefficients

repreSenting tttlationships between pairs of ecological domains
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The organization of_Chapter 3_reflettt_its preoccupation with these_
relationships betWeen Wet Of etOlogital fields. Beginning_ with_perceptiens_

f a Orent and parent-child activities, we progress through_a series of
paired coMbinations, gradlially bUildingi for_each_of the four_family_types
(Black unmarried parent, Meek Married parenti_white unmarried parenti_white
married parent), a cOMpetite Of the relationships among the various domains_
included in our conceptual Med& (FigUre 1, Chapter1), all as a function of
assignment to the program_or_the COntrol group. _A brief review_of the
variables being compared_in thit Chapter i5 prOVided below, followed_by___
findings and_discussiOn_fOreach tet_Of relationships._ A_synthesis_of the_
various findings generated by the data viewed 65 a whole is provided at the
end of the chapter.

yarfable Descriptions

The variable:5 considered in this chapter consist of a subset of those
described in Chapter 2, Selected because they provided the-most ineight into
the program-control comparisons considered_there. In the case of mothers'
percept-tone-of-themselves as parents_the variable consisted of the mother's
rating of her performance on a 25-item checklist' with each item consisting of
geven=point scale (see Chapter_2,_page 52). The four mother-child activity

variablee == talk, creativity, tasks, and companionship -- were derived from a
tet of 55 check=list'questions completed by the mother* each of which was
pretented as a four-point scale (see Chapter 2, page 51). The social network
variables carried forward from previous analyses were concentrated in the
primary network. They included change in_number of primary ties between
beeeline and followup (both kin and nonkin) and numher of kin and nonkin found

in the primary network at followup who were nowhere present in the network at
bateline ("new primary membership"); The home-school contact variables are
the game as those presented in Chapter 2 (page 40) conferences, notes and
telephone calls as initiated by parents and teachers; Finally, the school
gutcome variables were drawn from the Teacher Survey and included the
following domains: personal adjustment, interpersonal relations* relationship
to teacher, cognitive motivation and report card score average for core
subjects (see page 32 for more details).

Z = I :$ I Z

Table 10 shows the regressions and probabilities associated with each of
the four mother-child activity variables, by subgroup and for the program and

control_groups as a whole. Xt. also provides the tests of equality of
regressions by program for Blacks, whites, and averaged across the two races.

There is a strong and consistent finding of positive regressions for
white_mothers in the program (both single and married), for all types of _

mother-child_activities. From the table it is clear that for those mothers in
the control group there is no relation between perceptions and activitiet* but

for those_in the program, more positive perception is strongly associated With

mor., joint_activities. It'appears that for those mothers with higher _

self-perceptions, involvement with the program translated this orientatiOni in
part, into involvement in activities with the child.
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_ _Table
Relationships_betWeen Perception of Patenting

and Mothet=Child Activities

Control Program Siff

Talk Black .059 (.64) -.048 (.51) -.107 (.46)

White ;019 (.69) 148 f..00) .129 (.05)

Total .039 (.56) .050 (.24) .011 (.88)

CrEAtiVity Black .067 (.29) .037 (.32) -.030 (.68)

White .023 (.34) .084 (.00) .061 (.07)

Total ;045 (.18) .060 (.01) .015 (.70)

Tatkt Black .137 (.19) .035 (.56) -.102(.40)

White .054 (.17) .157 (.00) ;103 (.06)

Total ;096 (.09) .096 (.01) .000*(1.00)

COMpanion- Black .180 (.13) -.069 (.32) -.248 (.07)

thiO White ;049 (.27) .194 (.00) .145 (.02)

Total ;114 (.07) .063 (.12) -.051 (.49)

Table entries are estiMated regression coeffi ientt with probabilities in

parentheses.

_The_reader may reMeMber from_results reported in Chapter_2 that no dtrott

relationship was found betWeen program involvment and mother-child

attiwities; How then Might the program_influence the relation_between

Mdther-child_activities and maternal perceptions of self as parent? The

possibility exists becaUte_while there may be the tame mean amounts of _

MOther-child_activity in the control_and program groups, greater Yart&tton

the amounts of act1vity_00pOrted by program mothert_Makes_possible_the

relatiopship_with an influence like matelmal perteption of self. From_a

ptychological perspectiVe it can be argued that One_effect of the Family

Matters_program was to giVe salience to parent-!thild activity.Given

increased_awareness of SOCh activityi_mothers in the program may have becothe

more likely to express their perceptions of themselves through_this

relationship, reducing involvement when perceptiOns_were relatively negatiVe

and increasing activity When perceptions were potitive. Viewed in this_wayi

one effect of the program was to cause_mothers_t0 express their perceptions of

themselves_es parents,_flegative
as_well as positive, in terms of the amount of

activity they engaged in with their children.
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The Influence -of-Pe-reepti-on-s-on--the--C-h-i-1-d-

The causal effect of perceptions on activities can be assumed tc be
iiilates_in that the parent can initiate many if not most of_the

activities as a direct result of how she_is feeling. The relation between
perceptions and the_child's performance_in_school should be more tenuous,
since some aspect of perceptions must first have_an effect on the child
(perhaps through activities), and then_through the child, alter school
outcomes -- a more indirect process. Whether for this or for some other
reasons the results in this_subsection are more spotty than are those
elsewhere in this chapter._The one consistent_result across a variety of
cognitive and interpersonal school outcomes shows positive regressions for
single-parent_families in the control group,_espacially_whites, and_flat (or
less positive) regressions for_program families. The difference between_ these
regressions is frequently significant. Since the program cannot cause the
positive regression in the control group, the_difference may_be_the_result of
sampling artifact or, alternatively, perhaps the positive relation is the
normal state for this group, and the program caused a change to
nOnsignificance.

Mether-Child-Activi-ties-ahd-Pi-FrformaPte- in School

The attempt touse parent-child activities as a vehicle for improving the
child's school performance was one of the primary purposes of the program. In

Chapter 2, we presented:some positive relationships between_program
involvement_and school outComes. Here the question of whether any of these
program_differences might be associated with variation in reported involvement
with jOint adtiVities is exaMined. The total sample was included in_the
analytis using the standard program-by-race-by-family7structure model.
Mother's education also_turns out to be of considerable importance in the
analysis, but only for the married white sample are there enough families to
permit a split by educational level. (See full report for more details.)

The ptimary_result is positive regressions for all four types of
mother-child_activities across_a broad_range_of school outcomes, for
two-parent white_program families in which the mother has more than12 years
of education. _There it evidence suggesting that similar results would have
occurred _more broadly if the other race-by-marital status subgroups had
contained enough parents to perMit comparison by educational level;

aakt.ttightgA activities showed overall program differences in
regressions for the noncognitive school outcomes, with positive slopes for
program and flat or negative for controls; these individual regressions were
not highly significant, but the differences between them were strong,
especially for Black mothers; Companionship activities also showed overall
positive regressions for program families, and a negative trend for controls,
but with greater emphais or congnitive outcomes than was the case for task
activities. The largest differences, in addition to married white mothers
with education beyond high school, ware for single mothers as a whole. IAIK
and oreativity_activities_showed_few_significant regressions for groups other
than married white mothers in the program.
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We have now examined the relationships of gersepffonsof-pa-Penting with

parehtAng perceptions with-ch41-d-Oerforinahce in__

schuok_ailu motner-child-actiwAtles with school performance. These findings

are combined with those froM Chapter 2 involving direct links to produce the

composites shown in Figure 4.

FicvaE 4
-

PERCEPTIONS OF SELF AS PARENT, PARENT -

CHILD ACTIVITIES. AND SCHOOL OUTCOMES

White, One-Parent Families.

Program

white, Tmo-Perent

Parent I

Perception

Parent
Perception

FcTooT1

Schocil I

_
Several broader generalizationt tan be shown from the figure. NOtt

ObVious is the fact that these connections are largely limited to the

Cautasian families; This is partly_beCaUSe of cell sizes: the larger number

Of White two-parent families made it easier to show effects for this subgroup.

16 the case of the unmarried white *Others it may also have been because_of

the disparity_in "perception of_parehting" scores between the program and

COhtt01 subgroups. This disparity_may_have provided room for the consequent

difference in regressions with actiVities not available to the Black

subgroups.

Another finding evident throUgh the composite is a potential "pathway"

fOr explaining the effect of_the_prOgram on the child's performance in school.

Tiiis hypothesized "process" invOlVes the mother's view of her own parenting

performance and her activiites in concert with the child. It appears to

operate only for married mothert And their children.
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$6b4a4-Networks-and-Perceptions of aelf as Parent

Our perception of parenting measure is a summary variable combining the
25 items specific to various parenting behaviors (see Chapter 2).The

personalnetwork_variables are those described earlier in this chapter, which
are located at_the primary_level of_the_network, distinguish kin from nonkini
and_measure both overall change_during the three years of the program and the
tddition of_primary netWork members new to the entire network since baseline
data C011ection.

Table 11 provides the reader with an overall picture of the relationships
between_change in primary_networks and perceptions of oneself as a parent, as
a function_of_program assignment and controlling for_mother's educational
level. The kin and nonkin categories are shown in the left-most column of
the table. Reading across each table from left to right, the first set of
data consists_Of the estimated regression coefficients, subgroups of the
parenting variable on the network variable, controlling for mother's .

educational level. For instance, in Table 11 the regressibn of whtte
unmarried mothers' perception of parenting scores on the increase in number of
kin in their primary netvorks was -3.23 for:the control group and 1.22 for the
program group.The probability_associated with each individual regression is
shown in parentheses. The final twO columns in the table give the F statistic
and its associated probability for the tests of the equality of the program-
control regressiont.

Table 11

Perception of Self as Parent and Change in Primary Network

Kin

Regression Coefficients
(Prob.)

Control

Test of Equality
of Regressions

Er2.12...

Black Single 0.60 (.57)

-EragrAID

1;00 (.64)

_E

0.03 .87

Black Married -0.71 (.69) -1.37 (.36) 0.08 .78

White Single -3.23 (.12) 1.22 (;19) 3.95 .05

White Married 0.26 (.67) 0.63 (.06) 0.30 .58

tkInflin

Black Single -0;46 (.85) -0.50 (.59) 0.00 .99

Black Married -1.22 (.61) -1.09 (.67) 0.00 .97

White Single 0.65 (.59) 0.16 (.74) 0.15 .70

White Married 0.62 (.36) 0.26 (.69) 0.14 .71

It is immediately obvious from the table that ahile no overall effect of
network change on self as parent was stimulated by involvement with the Family
Matters programi such a link does seem to emerge for white, unmarried parents.
This relationship was also found for change in primary nonkin, but only with
those who were new to the network at follow-up. (Table 7.3b, full report).
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In each instante, a Strong negative regression coefficient fOr the_tontrol__

subsample (larger netWOrk associated with lower self_perceptiOn),_it replaced

in ttte program group by a_moderately positive one. It appeart, then, that

closer relationt With certain relatives and_nonkin accomplished With no loss

in parental self=Oetteption by those unmarried, white mothert involved with

the program While fOr those in_the_control group such Social change is

accompanied by a lowered parental perception of self.

Sotial Networks and Mother-Child Att4V4tiet

Three Of_ the the joint activities categories ditCUSSed in Chapter 2 and

again at the beginning of this chapter -- companionship, talki and the

combined total frequency of_joint activities --_are intluded here for

consideratibh of ways in which_they might be related tO the social ties

maintained by the mothers in the sample. The pattern of findings reported

below waS_tOnsistent across all three of these_summary_variables. fbr ease of

presentatiOni therefore, we include only the firtt of the variables,

companionth4p activities;

The_tet of four social network variables used here is the same as that

used in the previous section. It consists of change (increase) in primary kin

and nonkih, dnd the addition of "new" kin and nonkih to the primary network.

Findingt relating primary network changes tb jOint mother-child

activitiet_at a function Of_program assignment_are presented in Table 12. The

primary_netWOrk variables are listed down_ the left Margin-, and are further

subdivided by race and marital status. The types_of data are organized as in

Table _11. The data in Table 12 pertain specifically to the outcome variable

talled coMpanionship activities, but they show patterns that accurately

refledt thOte in the broader set of actiVity variables.

The primary finding_contained in Table 12 it that involvement with the

FaMily Matters program seems to have produced a link between increases in

primary network membership and parent-!Child_actiVities for Black families and

not_for their white counterparts. This finding it strongest for Black married

mothers; where it extends to both kin and nonkin. It can also be seen with

new_primary membership (See Table 7.2 in_full report). Looking more closely

at the regression coefficients reveals that for the Black married subgroup the

comparison is quite consistently between a control sample regression with 6

very_negative slope and a program sample regression only modestly positive.

The impression given by these data is that involvement with the program

preverits a -gative relationship between increases in the primary network and

parent-child activities, rather than producing a positive one.

Why_is it that increases in_primary network membership should_be_related

to parent-child activities for Black_but not for white families? In chapter 2

we documented the fact that Black mothers were more involved in general_With

their kin than were white mothers. This was eppecially true for unmarried

Black women, but carried over tb_the married case as well. Now data are

introduced that link these kin With_parent-child activities, generating an

increase for the children of unmarried Black mothers and preventing a decrease

in the case of married women. What are the processes at work involving these
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_ Table 12
Change in_Frimary Network and Mother-Child

Companionship Activities

Regression Coefficients (Prob.) Test of
Equality

of
Regressions

Control Program

erOLL
KiL
Black Single =0.30 (.41) 1.60 (.03) 5.34 .02

Black Married -1.17 (.06) 0.58 (.26) 4.84 .03

White Single 0.96 (.17) 0.56 (.07) 0.28. .60

White Married -0.24 (.25) =0.06 (.59) 0.57 .45

Nonkill

Blatk Single 0.43 (.62) 001 (.98) 0;21 .65

Black Married i-1.05 (.20) 0.82 (35) 2.41 .12

White Single ...-0.10 (.81) 0;11 (.49) 0;22 .64

White Married -0.19 (.43) -0.14 (.53) 0.02 .89

close kin that might lead to more mother-child activities? Perhaps kinrhip in
Blatklamilies translates more easily into the myriad of assisting acts that
provide the parent with more time and energy for the child. Or possibly the
special_interest of these relatives in the child in turn spurs the parent on
to greater involvement.

personal Social_Networks and School Outcomes

The_school outcomes and social network variables disussed here are those
described at the beginning of the chapter. The model it as described earlier.

Several findings of "no difference" can serve to simplify our
consideration of these data considerably. There were no.significant patterns
of program-control difference for married mothers in the relationships between
changes in number of primary kin or nonkin and school outcomes; the link
between changes in the primary network and school outcomes emerged only for
single mothers; The second lack of difference between groups can be seen in
the comparison of school and program of unmarried mothers. The relationships
between changes in numbers of relatives and school outcomes do not differ_
significantly for these groups. Therefore, this presentation can be confined
to unmarried mothers' reports of changes in the number_of nonrelatives
included at the primary level f the network. Table 13 provides data related
to change in primary nonkin.
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Looking at the findings* it is the_positive association_between increase

in primary nonkin network membership and morte_positive school outcoMe scores

that dittiriguishes_program from control families; This finding is_liMited

largb1); tO black families. For control families in that subgroup_the

relatioOthip_is reversed: larger increases in nonkin primary meMbership are

associated with lower school-outcome scores. It is interesting to observe

that the Control-program differences_are most pronounced for teachertl reports

of per-tonal adjustment and social relations. Differences along the more

cognitiVely oriented dimensions are Of lesser magnitude.

Table 13

Relationships between_Increases in Primary Nonkin

_and School Outcomes
(One=Parent Families)

Regrestion Coefficients

Odfitrbl

(Prob.)

eragadi

Tett Of Equality
of Regressions

E Erig6.

Personal Black =2.16 (.25) 1.24 (.10) 2.84 .09

Adjuttment: White =1.27 (.11) -0.12 (.64) 1.88 .17

Interpersonal Black =2.44 (.08) 1.29 (.02) 6.25 .01

Relations: White =0.79 (.18) -0.13 (.49) 1.13 .29

Relations Black .=4.33 (.02) 1.37 (.06) 6.37 .00

With Teacher: White =0.99 (.20) -0.01 (.96) 1.42 .23

Cognitive Black =1.91 (.17) 0.86 (.12) 3.51 .06

Motivation: White =0.93 (.11) -0.14 (.48) 1.64 .20

Avg. Report Bladk =1.06 (.,7) 0.57 (.32) 1.06 .30

Card: White --0.07 (.91) 0.19 (.34) 0.17 68

We also examined a MOPS restricted portion of the TiMe 2_primary network:

those members who had been nowhere_present in the netWerk_at_baseline. As in

Tablp_13 above* the MOtt dramatic differences betWeen control_and program

subgroups were for PertOnal and social school ckitCoMes_by children_from Black;

one-parent families. There was_also a significant difference_between the

white* one-parent prOgram_and control subgroups_in the relationship between

nnewn primary nonkin_and_the_noncognitive school OUttomes* byt_the_difference

was between no reldtiOnthiP_(Program) and one in_WhiCh increases_in the

network were assoCiated With decreased child perfOrmance (control).

'One interesting atpeCt of_all the data linking network change to school

outcomes is that the COntrast for Black familiet it_between_negative

regrossicns in the COnttol=sroup_and
positiVe Onet_in_the program group* while

for whites negatiVe_COntrel_group regressions siMply become_considerably less

=negative (not OtitiVO) ih the_program instande (tee_Table is as if

involvemerit in the program turned negative into peSitive potential_for Black

families headed by an_i;:imarried woman; while fdr Whites_program involvement

served a more preventive function* reducing the probability of negative
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contributions by nonrelatives. Or perhaps these women actively_engaged in
reducing relationships deemed as of negative value for the child, and so
increased their own positive power and that of others in the network. Better
cn....Aanding of how these key nonrelatives might have operated to affect
teachers' perceptions of the children in these families awaits a more
detailed, qualitative examination of their personal and exchange
characteristics.

Viscussion

The evidence provided by these data is clear cut: the relationship
between increases in nonkin at the primary network level and school outcomes
is positive or neutral for program families headed by an unmarried parent, and
negative for their control counterparts. Combining these findings with those
involving the primary network presented in Chapter 2 produces the schematic
picture shown in Figure 5. Tbe composites suggest that program involvement
had a direct and positive effect upon school outcomes for children In families
containing two parents, and that this effect was indirect for children in
families headed by a single mother, mediated by or contingent upon increases
in the number of nonrelatives included at the primary network level. This
"indirect route" was the one posited at the end of Chapter 2, based on the
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-

Strength_of the link between program and increase in nonkin reported there for

unmarried mothers.

Leveral further qualifications are needed to complete the story. For

families headed by an unmarried parent the effects were stronger with Black

than with white children; And the pertinent school outcomes varied for
children with married and unmarried parents -- primarily report card scores

for the former and mostly learning readiness (personal adjustment,

relationship with teacher) for the latter.

What is it about the married-couple situation that translates program

involvement directly into school performance,_and could it involve functions

that might be performed in single-parent families_by key_nonkin? The parental

commodities most useful to first graders, beyond interest_and commitment, are

probably time and energy. In general, a couple can provide more time and

energy in organizing and Llnitoring the_thildet first-grade experience_than

can the single parent, who alone must simultaneomsly_provide_for the material

needs of the family. It is possible that a _feW key friends could.tubstitute

somewhat for a spouse in this regard. The data presented here suggest just

such a hypothesis.

The link between primary nOnkin and school outcomes is stronger for Black

than for white famijies headed by an unmarried mother._ What might explain

this difference? Subgroup sample Sizes are large enough to make unlikely an

artifactual result. We ate inclined_toward_a line of think;ng that carries

over from Chapter 2. Ffndings reported in the previous chapter indicated that
Black unmarried parents had_retained closer ties_with_their kinfolk than had

their white counterparts. This more cohesive_maintenance of the extended

family may carry over to unrelated friends,_ with these friends being thought

of, and thinking of themselves, as more "like kin" in the Afro-American than

in the Caucasian context.

Face to face "reinfOrteMent Of_schooling"_time may_also contribute to the

children of married couplet being linked more to cognitive outcomes while

those of unmarried mothers petfOtrn_better on personal adjustment,
interpersonal relations' and relationship to_the teacher._ The stresses

relieved by network support may_translate into a more secure and consistent

mother-child relationship, and_therefore_a more confident and socially

competent child (Crockenberg, 1981; HOMO and Burns, 1981), without involving

much initial increase in adtUal_involvument with_the cognitive tasks of first

grade. Thus perhapt_ie ate teeing_early evidence of what House (1980) calls

the "convoy of social_tuppOrt," Whith may prepare_the child developmentallY

for school learning withoUt pi-adding the learning itself. If true, this

suggests that cognitiVe adVantage may_accrue_to_such children only as the

school has time to take advantage of the opportunity provided by the

supportive convOy. Thit issue is pursued further in Chapter 4.

The resultt Otesented above need to be understood in the context Of What

has already been learned about the direct effects of program involvement Oh

perception Of_parenting (Chapter 2)._ Those findings are shown in Figure 6 at

lines connecting the program with self as_parent. Also shown in the_figure

are any preViOUtly_reported relationships apparently operating directly

between program and primary networks.
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Results presented in Chapter 2 indicated_that program involvement was
strongly associated with higher_perceptions of parenting only for unmarried
white mothers, (control mean = 131; program mean = 146). There was also a
pc:the relationship between program assignment and increase in the nonkin
portion of the network for_this subgroup. Betause Of the direct, _pcmitive
links between program involvement_and these two domainsl_one would expect the
domains themselves to be positively related through nonkin. While thiS
appears to be the case, our findings are no more than trends and cannot be
considered at all conclusive,

The presence of a positive link between nuMber of primary Kinfolk and
self perception for unmarried, white mothers_in the program is_interesting
because of the absence of its_analogue in_a direct connection between program
"assignment and networks_(see Figure 6). We remarked in Chapter 2 upon_
indications that unmarried whites differed from their Black counterparts in
the greater distance between themselves and their relatives._ Assuming that
this distance is caused by some ambivalence toward these mothers by_their own

FIGURE 6
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family mentors* it becomes reasonable to_suggest that considerable gains in

self-confidence would be needed befOre the young mother might atteMpt to__

reCenCile the disagreements in favor of a closer relationship ibis positive

Chteige_in selfi6regard is evident ih the data, and so it becomes plausible to

supgest as a hypothesis that these_more positive feelings about self as parent

led to Closer relations with relatives, rather than the reverse.

_ The other interesting set_Of links Seen in Figure 6 involves Block

faMiliesi regardless of marital status, and connects key network additions_

With_higher_levels of parent-child aCtiVity. _Not surprisingly* given earlier

findings, kinfolk appear to play a central role in this pathway.

Parental Self-perceptind-Nome-School Communicatie*it

We know, fromApur own experience with 8yracuse parents and_from the

Writings of_others (Lightfoot._1978), that some parents are eatily_intimidated

by Schools and school personnel _SUCh feelings of insecurity and lack of

tenfidence might be counteradted by participial-Oh in a prograrkthat,promoted

tehfidence in self as parent._ We examined_such a possibility by comparing_the

program group regressions of heme-school contacts on self_tt parent with those

Of the control_group, again tentrolling_for mothers' levelS Of_edUcation. The

homeschool contact variablet_tre the same as those presented_in Chapter 2:

conferences, notes, and telephOne Calls as_initiated by parehtt and teachers;

The analyses were conducted With the subsample that had alto peeved most

illuminating in Chapter 2 those 80 families whose children were considered

by teachers and parents to be in adademic difficulty.

Data_pertaining to the pettible link between parental perceptions of self

tnd home-school contacts are Shown in Table 14.
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Two major findings are evident In Table 14, and they are related to the

remple subcroups also identified in Chapter 2 as most involved with

.home-school communications. Higher perceptions of self as parent were

associated with more home-school communications (notes and calls) for _

unmarried white mothers in_the program, while the reverse was true for their

counterparts in the control group._ This_relationship was reversed for married

Black mothers. Decreasing perceptions of self as parent were associated with

increasing amounts of telephone and written_contact with the school for

program families while the control sUbsample showed the opposite pattern.

These two findings can be combined with the data summarized earlier in

this chapter to produce the composites shown in Figure 7. The 'reader can_see

that the tendency for program involvement to be associated for Blatk married

mothers with somewhat lower_perceptions_of_themselves as parentS carries over

to_school contacts, where the lowered perceptioits are accolipinied_by_increased

contact; These findingS are congruent with the direct positive effeCt Of the

program on the school cOntact$ Of this subgroup also shown in Fiwe 7, Which

was reported in Chapter 2.The fact that_somewhat lowered_perceptiOns of_self

as parent are associated_With action directed at the school on behalf Of the

child reinforces the_tentative_assertion_made in Chapter 2, that When_onefs

self-perceptIon is already qUite positive a reappraisal and some readjustment

can have positIve ConsectUenceS for the child.

FIGURE

i.P PEICEPTICeS Iletel-StalOOL COMIEMICATIONS
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perception Of_Self as parent, as contrasted with_a control subsample that had

a Mean perception score well below that of any other subgroup in the study
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(prograM Or cOntrol).11 Associated with the more positive self-perception was
more contact with the schoOl._ These home-school communication effects, which

we can now hyperthesize as indirectly_associated_with_program involvement,

showed up less consistently as_atfialg associated with_participation in the

prograrn. The earlier examination of hOMe=school contacts as a simple function
of program assignment found_higher levels of telephone communication by

program mothers combined with lower levels of participation in parent-teacher

conferences;
Summary

The exaMination of possible links between the components in our
eCological MOdel_it now_complete. _While_the analytic procedures employed do
not permit definitive statements about the relative influence of the
cOMOOnentt inVelVed_in the empowerment process, it is appropriate to examine
the variousidentified relationships in a single diagram for each of the

stibgroUps of faMilies and give some consideration to the meaning of emergent
patterns; Composites drawn from the findings reported in this chapter and in
Chapter 2 are shown in Figure 8.

The_pictures_proVided for the singlevarent subgroups suggest as a
hypOthetit that the impacts of the empowerment program upon children's school
performance are heavily mediated by changes occuring within and around their

parentt._ Ih the_case of the Olack_one-parent family, increases in the number

of relatives included in_the motherls_primary network were associated with

reports of more joint_activity with the child; Joint activity involving_
hoUtehold thOres_ was linked in turn with higher performance in school; And
eXpantion_of_nonkin membership_in_the primary networks of those mothers Wat
linked with_their children's_school outcomes, especially when those cutcoMet

inVolVed sChool_readinese(personal adjustment, interpersonal relations,

relations With the teacher); _White single mothers, perceptions of themselVds
at patents appeared to be_a key determinant in whether positive performance

Was Seel' ih the_more distant_reaches of their ecological fields; Higher_
Parehtal_perceptions are associated, for these mothers, with expansion of
their primary_networks, the activities they reported engaging in with the

child, their level_of communication with the child's teacher* and the

teachtiot report of_the child's progress in first grade; There is evidenCd

that the nonkin sector of_the_primary network may also play a positive role in
itt own righti_with increase_in nonkin linked to better school outcoMee, again

the_area of school readiness; Certainly these patterns art,
consittent_enough to_permit_the_generation of specific hypotheses about the
protettet thrOugh_which a_parental empowerment program operates to sustain,

and tO some extent enhance, the_performance of six-year-olds in school. Thote

hypotheses are included in Chapter 4;

The pictures in Figure 8 are more ambiguous for married mothert and their

children. A somewhat lower self-perception as parent by Ble-ek Mai'tied-46-ethett
in the program seemed to be tied to greater communication with the teacher in

11The_perceptions of the control and provram families in this subgroup
did not differ at baseline.
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those instances Where the child is perceived as having difficulty in_SChool.

There was alet, dirett positive link between program involvement and

inrrnasp r! home-school communication; For_these same mothers, increased
nvo1ve4,eht_With kinfolk was related to greater amounts of mother;=child

activity. HOWeVeri none of these hypothetical chains led to better

performance Of the_child in school. School performance was tied_directly to

prograM involVement, without any intermediate links to other ecological

fieldS.

One set of possible mediating links does emer:), for white-married

mothers, if thote mothers have schooling beyond high school; The proposed

sequence involves increased perception of self as parent, more mother=child

activities, and better performance by the child in school. Again, the reader

is reminded that in Chapter 2 we reported a direct link between program

involvement and school performance for the children in this subgroup. Thus,

there are alternative paths to school-reiated outcomes shown for both married

subgroups, one directly to the school and the other via self-perceptiOns.

social supports, or both mechanisms; Those alternative rouies can-be tested

in models specifying simultaneous equations, which will be a next step in our

analysis of these data. Another step in probing for mediating factors in the

worlds of these two-parent families will be"to examine the involvement of the

fathers to see whether some aspect of that involvement helps to determine how

the children perform-in school;

Another other aspect- of_the results reported in this chapter deserves

mention both as a link to some of the results reported earlier in the report

and a prelude to discussion in the final chapter. Repeatedly, as we compared

the slopes of the regressions of one ecological subsystem on another for the

program and control groups, we found a moderately positive regression line for

program amilies being contrasted with a rather more sharply negative slope

for control families; Put in terms of program impact, these contrasts
strongly suggest that this empowerment program has prevented more than it has

fiohmiggist; the somewhat positive rAationships seen for program families become

much more significant when compared with the negative relationships visible in

the data collected from the control familiet. These findings have real

implications for how family support programs are conceptualized and the

expectations associated with them. These and other integrative themes are

discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4

BETWEEN CAUSE AND EFFECT: THE RANGE AND COMPLEXITY
OF PROGRAM IMPACTS

MOncrieff Cochran

When the Family Matters_program Wat firat formulated in 1976, it had

several interlocking goals; One was to deVelOp and iMplement a program of
family supports for parents and their_young Children based upon_the assumption

of_strengths rather than deficits, which WoUld give_positive recognition to

th3 parenting role; exchange information With parents about children,

neighborhood, and community; reinforce_and encourage parentchild_activities;
encourage mobilization of informal social SuppOrtS; and facilitate_concerted
action by program participants on behalf Of their children; Another had a

more general aim: to understand better what tonstitUtes "resources" to adults

responsible for raising their own children. Finallyi_we were_interested in

the_program as a way of nudging_the social and psychological adaptations made

by parents to their particular life CircUMStancesi in the hppe_that responses

to_such a stimulus might cast in shatOet_telief the key features of family

ecologies and contribute to our scientific Understanding of family life;

The evaluation, of the FamilY Matters_program presented_in this final

report to the National Institute_of EdUtation has focused more on the

scientific than theivogram developMent and implementation_goals established

by its originatorsi" It has been gUided by three main questions, which

provided the framework for the NIE_ContraCt renewal proposal (Cochran, 1980);

Firsti has the parental empowerthent program influenced the natural ecologies

of families so as to affect the behavior Of children? Second,_ where effects

can be detected, what are the taUtal links between program inputs and child

outcomes? Finally, how do identified effects and processes vary for different

family types? In this cOnclUding Chapter we begin by providing_answers to

these questions; Attention then thiftt_to a number of themes flowing out of

the answers; How did the program have its effects? By providing an advantage

to participants, or protecting theM against slippage? Was inclusion of so

many "process" variablea Worth the research effort, or could we have learned

as much without them? What leverage_was gained by our'unusual investment in

the mapping of social supports? DO_the_data provide any insight regarding the

concept of empowerment as a prOtett?What about the program itself: do our _

findings serve to underatord any particular aspect of its design or operation?

We close the chapter and_the Peptitt by considering two questions especially

pertinent to the National InttitUte Of Education; Where do the educational
attainments of parents fit_into the picture, and what can educational

institutions learn from this timeconsuming and expensive research and

demonstration effort?

_

Evaluation of program_p ocesses has been carried out by Dr. BurtOn

Minc with Support_froM_the Carnegie Corporation; For more information_

please write to Dr. Mindick at the Cornell Institute for Social and Economic

Research.
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Did the PasmitaSz-oktitatiultsuLAfigir
by Influencing the-Natural-Ettlogies of their FamilteST

This que.5tion requires an answer in tiro _parts. The first pertains to

whether the behavior of children was affected at all by their familiétl

incluSion_in the empowerment program, regardless_of how those effectt were

accoMglished; The child behaviors for which there is information cOhtist of

SChoOl_performance as_reported by elementary_school teachers. Our_analyses_

ihdicate_that involvement with the program_did_indeed have a positive effect

upon children's school perforMatite,_bUt that it was limited to certain kinds

of families. A direct, positiVe_relationship_was found for the thildren_Of

married couples whose parents had a_high school education or letS._ FOr the

thildren_of unmarried mothers the_effett was_less direct; program involVement

was related to growth in the nohkin sector_of the mothers' priMary social

networki a more positive 4'1E4 Of herself as parent, or more parent=thild

actfvities, and these changeS were ;n_turn_associated with better School

performance by the six-year-=Oldt in those families. (These findings are shown

in Figure 8.)

One feature common tO all Of the subgroups for which 00sitive school

effects were found is their letS_advantageous postion in the_SOCial

Structure. Single mothert alMOSt invariably have fewer OdUtatiOnal_and

monetary resources than_dO Married mothers, and our particular _SaMple fits

this_general pattern. PotitiVe_school outcomes were astOtiated With the

children of less educated_parents, whether_from two-parent dr on&-parent_

families; This finding held feir both Caucasian and Afro=AMeritab Children.

While there is satitfattion in knowing that a prograM detigned to build

family strengths can_trantlate_into improved school perforMarite for some

childreni these findingS_Atto in themselves, hardly a ringing endOrsement_for

the program as a sound fihahtial investment by a community. Other factors

being equal, greater iMpact upon more_children could be ekpected_of a program

that cost about $800 per Child_per year over tile three yeatt of_itS

involvement with main-StUdy_ndighborhoods. At the same tiMoi these findings

have_greater significance if_Understood withIn the context_Of certain

constraints faced by the prOjett. First, many of the familiet in Syracuse, New

Yorki like those elseihdre in_the U.S.,_were experiencing teVere economic_

stressi as implementation Of _the_program (1978-81) coincided With the worst

economic downturn since the Great Depression. Second, teacher_ perceptions of

Child performance in SthOOl represent_a limited range of postible child

outcomes, and so may nbt -(16 justice to the program's effettt. _Third,_the

actions of program workett regarding school-related subject matter were

delimited by the reqUiteMents of a major funding source, the National

Institute of E0cation._ WOrkers were permitted to addreSS parents and

children directlY On_SthOOl-related matters, but_wete hi:A allowed to initiate

direct contact With the_SChools. NIE imposed this rettriction in_order to

keep the effectt Of WOrking_with teachers from contaMinating those_resulting

from involvement With parents. However, this one-legged approach meant that

while parents and Children could be supported in preparing for school, no

effort could be Made tO pre)are schools for children and families; Finally,

it is important to_appreciate_the fact that the prOgtaM ended before the

children entered th_firtt gradei_and well bnfore data _about them were

gathered from their teact,41s; Program activitiet ended in June, 1981, the
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children began first grade_that SepteMber, and data were not gathered from the
teachers until April=May_Of the f011OWing year._ Thus effects_of the program
wr.rp still evident alMOtt_a year after itt termination. _Still,_it is
difficult_to justify the_inVettMent in_terms of these_school_outcomes alone;

The Comparative- Etology tif_HuMan Development/Family Matters Project was
much more_than simply ah attempt to_provide_family support_that_would have
beneficial_effects Upon Children. Mentioned earlier as_scientific_goals were
the identification_Of key featuret Of faMily ecologies_and_kbetter
understanding Of what tonttitute valued resources to_the parentt_of_young
children. _The second part Of the lead question guiding .our_investigation
involved the natural ettolOWet Of faMiliet: _"Has the_program influenced the
fta-uvrsI-ecoldgAet-Of-fat414et SO aS to affect the behavior of_children?"
Addressing this part Of the_larger_question involved_a conceptual model that
included key.aspectt Of family etologyi and the linking_of_those ecological
domains to the releVant Child behaViors bs_a function of_program involvement.

_ The reader can_see_in Figure 8_that_thelamily-related_ecologital
variables at ittUe fOr the Child and included_in the model (Chapter 1) were
the_mOtherls_informal tOcial netWOrk and her involvement_Wparent7child
aCtivities (joint_actiVitiet)._ AS mentioned earlier, greater_increases in the
number Of_nonkin_inClUdet ih the primary networks of unmarried_mothers are
associated with better performance on_the teacher-report_variables. This
improved performante, while leen Oh the entire_range of_pchool outcome
variables, wat ttrohger fOr i..hose involving personal_adjustment and
interpersonal relations skills than_more cognitive measures (grades in
reading, writing, mathi.etc.). It is equally_clear from, Figure 8 that greater
amounts_of_joint parent=child activity, at least_as measured by us* were less
likely tO be linked with school outcomes in a manner that distinguished
program from control children.

At the lineS in the figure also show, for the children of couples there
are direCt relationships between program assi_gnment and_school outcomes*
especially the hitore cognitive ones. In the Blacki_married subgroup there was
no significant association with the "family ecology"_or "process" variables in
the model. _In this case theni_we are unable_to specify, beyond the difference
iti-faivRy structure, which_feature_of the ecologies of these families might be
Influenced by the program in ways that in turn foster improved school outcome
tcoret.
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The pretence of a_second_parent in these families_may_prOVide_a clue_to

the pretest involvedi_but_as_yet_we_are unable to specify the Meaning_of that

c%ue, ahd muSt acknowledge either the incompleteness of OW- MOdel or the_

inaddeUacy of_our measurement. in future analyses the Mddel Will_inclmde_data

gathered by the_project_about father involvement in_the Childrearing_process,

in the hdpe_that thip_aspect of the family ecology in tile=parent families

might provide more_information about how program inVolVement translated into

improVed Schdel outcomes for children in these familiet.

_ In assessing the_scientific contribution of thit research to the

understanding of processes involved in the ecology_of family functioning, it

it iMportant to point out that the mother's View of_herSelf as a parent

ettupies a rather central position in the pattern of associations summarized

in Figure 8, especially for white' single parentt._ While these perceptions

etcupy the psychological rather than the ecological field of forces

encompassing-the mothers who served as_respohdentti one might think of them as

part of the defining characteristics of thOte Mothers_from the point c4 view

of the children whose behavior is at issue, Ahd in_that sense an important

element in these children's ecological fields._ Although psychologists and

sociologists interested in human ecology certainly recognize the importance of

understanding the perceptions of_the respondent from her own point of view

(Thomas and Thomas, 1928; Mead, 1934; Bronfenbrenneri 1979)i those of us

involved in conceptualizing this research undertaking_did not give

self-perceptions any prominence until_nUdged by one of our Welsh colleagues

(David Reynolds). We did not really begin to come_te grips with data bearing

upor those perceptions until methers in the Syracuse_program began to manifest

vist)le improvement in physical appearance, accompanied by indications that

they felt more confident about what they_were doing with their children. The _

fimings reported here validate our intuitive impressions of the importance Of

those changes, and underscore the_valUe of including perception of self as an

element of future evaluation studiet.

We are able to concludep_taking What_has been_learned about perceptions

of self, parent-child activitiesc_and_social_networks into account, that there

is evidence enough to respond affirmatiVely_to the question, "Did the program

affect children's behavior by influencing the ecologies of families?" Using

these data it is possible to refine fUture inquiry considerably by specifying

a set of more differentiated hypotheses. Those hypotheses are included in the

Ascussion that follows.

Behayior_ can_be Detected,
What-art the Causal_ Links?

None of the analyses carried out for this report permit us to make

conclusive statements of causality. Most_of the data generated by the study

are poorly suited to establishing cause and effect with certainty. Because

the "target" children were only three years old at the start of the project,

we were unable to gather school performance scores at baseline. If the Study

were to be replicated, the addition of baseline data on the child's level of

coonitive and social development would be strongly advised, in order to

ascertain that differences in school outcomes observed at follow-up wart) not

simply a continuation cf preexisting differences in skill levels. And while
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joint parent-child actiVity_leVelS Were measured at both time points,
considerable Change in the deNdlopmental levels of the children over the

CoMbined With the later reduction in time available_for joint
activities due te_the Children's entry into school, make it oifficult to
determine the eqUiValenCe Of the_baseline and follow-up activities data.
Information pertaining_tO the mother's estimate of her abilities as a parent
Wet gathered at beth tiMe points but with somewhat dif7ering methods. Only
the_tOtial_netWOrk data are truly equivalent at both time points, which
explains why it Was Only With those_data that change scores could be used with

confidence to measure program effects.

Having acknowledged the inadequacy of these data for dittanaining
cautality, it is comforting to be able to propose that, taken in aggregate,
they serve rather well for the purpose of_hvoothesizing causality, remembering
that it wet this "scientific discovery" that was specified in the contract
with the National Institute of Education (Cochran, 1980). The prominence in

our findings of what were originally conceived as "intervening" variables

provides fertile ground for hypothesis generation. It is ih fulfillment of
that promise that we offer the following hypotheses addressing possible causal

links between program inputs and school outcomes.

HygollikIIIJia. That the number of "especially important" (primary)
adults providing support to the mother expands as a result of involvement

With a parental empowerment program;

Hypothesis,lb. That this increase in number of primary adults
Supportive to the mother contributes to improved performance by her
child in school.

Hypothetis lc. That the causal chain proposed in Hypotheses la and
lb operates primarily for single parents.

The differences between control and program groups in growth of the
priMary_network over time are well documented in our data. These Changet_are
not artifacts of the data collection procedure; they exist within the centeXt

Of Overall size reductions in the networks of a number of the_taMple

subgroups. They also persist in the face of control for the inflUende Of
socioeconomic variables. Because these changes occurred tUbteqUent tO_PrOgram
assignment, t it'difficult to sustain an argument for I-En/Otte causality, and

our efforts to attribute the differences in amount of_Change to an inflUence
other than the program have thus far proved unsuccestful.

More eifficult to make a case for is the second link in the proposed
causal sequence -- between increased size of the mother's primary network and

improved performance by the child in school. The following argument can be

made with the data at hand. The mothers for whom the apparent relationship
holds are unmarried, and most are raising their children by themselves. The

critical increase in the size of the primary network involves nonrelatives. A

look at the content of the relationships with these key friends reveals extra
assistance involving emotional support, day-to-day borrowing, and to some
extent financial assistance. Such close friends appear, then, to be providing

a stabilizing influence for the mother, and our hypothesis suggests that this
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stability carries over to proVide the Oasis for improved performance by the

child in school; How might thiS_OCCUP? Perhaps it_is important to note that_

oztcome variables mOSt positively associated with higher numbers of

primary nonkin were relati-onShi-p-Wl-th teacheri_interpersonal relations, and

personal adjustment' rather thari the more cogpitively oriented report card

scores (although there was tome_caeryover to these_variables as well). The

impression is of children With interpersonal_skills and confidence in the

classroom that stem from ConSiStent and_reasonably_positive feedback' sentible

behavioral limits, and functioning models of_interpersonal exchange in the

home; Network-related redUttiOn of stress could provide a context for such

stability; It will be interetting, when_analyzing_the children's networkS, to

see whether these same key adUlt nonkin appear there as well, and if so, what

roles they play for thOte Children.

What alternative hYpotheStIS deserve consideration here? It is alwayt

possible that some other eztraneous influence is covarying with nonkih priMary

membership to affeCt the thildren4s behavior inischool; The search for SUCh

ap influence will_COntifte. Perhaps (looking at Figure 8) the arrow goes the

other way* with, foe instancei_more socially_able children at school making_

friends whose parehts then meet and become close friends; Such a possibility

cannot be ruled out. -It it_instructiye to_note, however* that the aireot

link to program ASSignMent iS with nonkin primary membership rather than with

the child's social behaViOr in school;

Hypothesis lc terVes- tO limit the prediction to one-parent families. Our

data suggest that the network changes of married mothers are not implicated in

the school perfOrMante Of their children (Figure 8); Just what processes

might be operating to cause the program-related differences in cognitive

school outcomes Of_Children in two-parent families is unclear from the data

analyzed to_date. (At_mentioned earlier, our next step in the search for a

clearer explahation Of those differences will involve the data collected about

the father's involveMelit in family activities.)

Hyaatha54-22a. That the mother's perception of herself at

altered by involVement with the program;

H4pothes1-S-2b. That MOthers_weriencing these perceptual
more active beyötid the home on behalf of the child;

HypothesU---2d. That this causal sequence is not liMited to

particular race Or Marital status;

a parent is

shiftt become

mothers of a

We view_thlt pe,iposed causal_chain_as more_questionable_than that

encompassed ih Hypothesis la because, as shown in Figure 8, the_relationship

between program assignment and the mother's cOntatt With the_school appears to

be_bOth direCt and mediated by self7perception. The_seemingly_direct

relationship_between self-perception and prOgraMLassignment, with increases

for white, single program mothers and decreaseS_for Black, married mothers in

the program, could actually be an artifact resUlting from a causal_chain

running directly to experiences with the school, the effects of which were

then tO enhance (white, single) or dampen (8laCk,_married) self7perceptions;

HbweVer, because program workers emphasized OoSitiVe recognition of the
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parents' importance to the child from the very beginning of their experiences
with families, and only addressed home-School communications in the final six
months of operations, it is reatonable to_Speculate that changes in
seif-perception occurring earlier in the life of the program led to more
active parental involvement tri actiVitiet giVen prominence by the program
workers later on. _The set of relationshipS ShoWn in Figure 8 for white,_
unmarried mothers lends some Support for thiS Sequence of changes, because it
also includes links between self=perception and increases in both kin and
nonkin at the primary netWork level. There is good conceptual reason to
expect the mother's feelingt about herSelf to be influenced by changes in
these close relationthipt,*and therefore We are inclined to view relationships
among program asSignment, primary network, and perceptions of self_as parent
as an interlocking system, producing the extra impetus to become involved with
the school in thote instanceS Where the child was seen as not making normal
progress.

In the Cate Of Married, Black mothers, the picture is. not as clear. The
strongest path of effeCtS WOUld appear to be not via self-perception to
hometChool tehtaCti bUt rather directly to the school and then reflected back
into perceptien Of Self. The logic implied-here would suggest that contacts
With the_tdhOOl, rather ,hati involvement with the Family Matters program, had
a dampening effect upon the self=perceptions of these parents. To shed
further light UpOn tbit possibility,:we examined the parents' responses to a
direct quettiOn regarding their relationship with the child's teacher: "How

do you feel abOUt hOW IS teacher treats you?" The responses indicate
that the Bladk,_Mart.led inothers in the:program did feel somewhat less positive
than_those in_the-COntrel group about how they were treated by the teacher (p
= .10)._ BUt_theit ratings were still well over on the positive side of the
scale_(4.0 Of_a 00Stible_5.0)i and appear to be more associated with less
satisfaction in general by_program mDthers in two-parent families (p = iO3)
than a disenthantMent specific to the Black, two-parent subgroup. Our
imprettiOn dUring_00ndUct Of the program was that a number of these married

parents betame quite sophisticated in the skiIts involved in critically
assessing the apprepriateness of a given schoe r classroom_for their
thildren.This more critical eye could accoun 'or the somewhat lower scores
given_by_them to_their treatment by the teache things considered, our
hypothesis_is that involvementAwith the program Je the Black, married

MetherS bOth somewhat more critical of themselve as c7,rees and more eager to
make contact with'the teacher when the child scorn tc te making _

satisfactory progress in school. Both effects a:- plausible,
and the two need not be thought of as in conflict Th ''e another.

Hypothesis 2 is explicitly not restricted tc w1,-the; ; of Particular race

or marital arrangement because the data sugoest ta t:10 .:ausal chain operates
across those differences. One wonders, then, why ttx, .-f-perceptions of_BlaCk
single and white married mothers were unaffected b!. tLe 'kart of the

explanation may_lie in the fact that the strong positive direct afact for
White single mothers was due to an unusually low mean for that control
subgroup rather_than a much higher program meN1- In other words, prograM
involvement appeared to have prevented what otherwise might had been
considerable deterioration in self-regard, at least in comparison with the _
rett of the sample. Such substantially lower perceptions were not evident for
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the Black tingle and white married control subgroups, leaving tt-3 prOgram no

todm to perform a similar "prevention of loss" function.

dow Do Effects and Processes Vary for-D-i-fferent-SUhtreups?

Distinctions by race and family structure proved tb be SO Crutial_to

Underttanding our data that differentiation by these sUbgroups became the

priMary_basis by_which_to present_and explain findings. There is_no need to

reiterate here the patterns of variation produced by the different family

typet; those differences_are dwelt upon sufficiently in the earlier_chapters.

SUffite it to say_that the_stresses and supports being experidaced by American

faMilieS_simply_cannot_be understood without distinguishing CUltUral groups

and_Marital status; Nor are even_these differentiations sufficient our_data

indiCate that location in the_social structure of American_teciety_has_effects

beyOnd race and family_structure.Of course this further distinction by

SOCial class proved most_salient with the white, two-parent tubsamplebecause
thit grOup contained enough middle.- as well as lowincome families to permit

Statistical comparisons_by_socioeconomic status. The_Afte-AMerican and

tingleparent families in our sample_were concentrated in the lower end of the

SOCioeconomic spectrum, as they are in the population as a whole. ,

Of the two_basic stratifications in our sample, tete and marital status,

the latter was clearly the more powerful in_explaining differences. This

power was especially evident in our search for processes related to the

transmission of program-effects. These data strongly suggest that couples are

able to bring their program experiences directly_to beat upon the

school-related_support of their children, while fiat' unMarried (usually single)

parents such support seems to be contingent upon the interim building of

self-confideice and/or social network supports.

One consequence of distinvishing among subgroups was an indication that

involvement with the program actually may have_roduced the tendency of some

parents -- in this instance white and_unmarried to become involved with the

world outside the immediate family. Might the program designers and workers

have been sending messages that suggested alterrat(4es to the_expansion of

network ties, or to increased communications at_aprropriate responses to signs

that the child was having some lifficulty in school? There was, in fact, a

major theme running through thtl. Family WV:ers_appmer:h that might have led to

reduced "reaching out" behavior, At least in Situations of only moderate

perceived difficulty 0 constantly trumpted the importance of parents as

teachers, urging parents appreQ:ate their_own importance 'In the development

of their children and to .send t'mo in face-te=face activities with them, At

the same time, we encouragk paNeAts to get Involved with neighborhood
clusters and to make contzcZ; with thir Children's schools; But it is

reasonable to assume (Sutherand, Seeley, 1981)_that parents in

differing life circumstanmi bring different ieologies_to cl:acisions related

to "depending on others" and to the_tat1b7) their childrw. These

differing ideologies may pr z difF.:.011t lev z41r. of_receptivty to the

various strategies for 1.q7: -.:Ifered by Family Matters.

Perhaps the parents in thzz:e 4::,--:,Faren ;Alines, where the mother was

relatively unlikley to be c. he hew :G. were especiely recepti4e

to a "we can handle this ' MEsPi and so respcs.,3d to



program involvement by making that, rather than outreach* their first strategy
of response even when signs indicated that things weren't what they might be
'c- tr ch'idren at school.

Emily Support as Relief from Stress

One distinction that became increasingly salient for us as interpretation
of these data proceeded is between family supports as enhancing growth or as
preventing deterioration. The traditional expectation associated with an
intervention designed to affect outcomes in children has been that the
children receiving the special treatment will then perform better than an
equivalent control group. Historically the assumption underlying such a model
has been that the intervention was compensatIng-for some thtfiCienZy in the
child's life circumstances that would otherwise limit performance. An
alternative to this standard stance is one in_which the intervention is
thought of as prexentingtheam of_certain family or environmental functions
end therefore making possible the maintainenceiof child performance at an__
acceptable level. Here the assumption is not that there is'a deficiency that
needs correction* but rather that a system capable of functioning adequately
deserves protecting. The concept of supporting the familys_or family
supports* is based on this second model. From this perspective the faMily
viewed as a system that* if given an opportunity to_function Ii a relati..;
stress-free environinenti can fulfill the basic developmental naeds_of_tnr-
children in it. Public policies designed to provide_family support aim,
through stress reduction,, to allow families to function effectiVely rt*:hcW
than to "correct" their "deficits."

If the purpose of family support is to prevent loss of faMily
functioning* then one would expect there to be instances in_which no change 11
the program group was accompanied by decreaSee for control familiet. Th0
first example of this sort was reported_in_Chapter 3 of_the full report fer
the relationship between_reductions in family income_and the childlt
performance in school. For control families* lower incomes were associated
with poorer school performance,_in all groups except that containing married
white families. This income-related_decrement did not_appear for the_program
families in_these subgroupa,_suggesting to us that participation in the
program_buffered those families_against the effects of reduced income. This
impression was_reinforced by indications in the_social network data (Chapter
2) that financialeupport_from network_meMbers_had eroded somewhat less_for
white, single mothers in the program_than_for those in the control group. It

is underscored yet again in Chapter 3* which shows the relationship_of
networks with school outtomes, parental perceptions* and home-school
communications. Repeatedly, the_pattern for white* single mothers involved
strong negative regressiOns for the control group balanced by flat or
moderately_positive ones for the program group, controlling for mothers'
educational level._ This suggests* in_ the case of networks, that the program
did more than simply increase the_nuMbers of nonkin in the networks of these
mothers: it also seemed to affect how those special nonkin were brought to
bilhE on other aspects of family life. In the control group* increases in
primary_nonkin were associated with decreases in school outcomes and mothers'
perception of self as parent, while in the program subgroup there was no
change Or a moderately poSitiVe increase in the school or self-perception
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scores. This same pattern was observed forthe link between self-perceptions

and home-school contacts. The impression that accumulates from these data is

trnat tNe strong positive !duct associations_between_program involvement by

white, single mothers and both their perceptions of themselves as parents and

the support they received from close friends served to buffer the child

against problems in school. The dynamics_of this buffering process are only

conjecture at this point' but a_ClOe_may_be provided by_the indication that

when their child showed signs Of having diffitulty_in school those same

mothers were also found to_be in regular contact with the child's teacher.

The general point is that interVentions preventing_e_significant loss in the

functioning of family meMbert thoUld be_viewed with as_much interest as those

which produce gains in perforffiante_telative_to controls. In fact, one might

Irgue that_the preventirefle-isi-the-more Important one. if it ts

accomplinhed by strengtheraiit-the-famfly _rather them_ usurping its role anti

functionl.

This prevention-production continuum can be formalized-in terms of a

hypothesis:

HyRothesis-3. That 6 parental empowerment_program consisting of the

provision of support_threUgh pOsitive verbal recognition,

information' referral, and establishment of peer clusters will show

its effects over tittle at MUth through_prevention of negative changet

in the development Of family Members as in the production of

positive changes.

Support for thit buffering hypothesis is really contingent upon_the

capacity to show that changes in the outcome of interest are a function of

changes in interVening or ropr 1st" variables_that can be linked to the

intervention. We haVe pteset informal supports and parental

self-perceptiont at pretetses with buffering potential. One advantage tb

program that workt_threUgh such "processes" is that these mechanisms have the
potential for Maintaining a certain amount of their power beyond_the life Of

the program._ If MOthers teally are_viewing themselves more realistically and

in a generally_pOtitiVe VON and have also strengthened their ties With

friends and_relatiVet, then these added_personal resources may play a_futute

role in assitting the Child through school and other community actiVitiet._

This is_the_netiOn_of a "tonvoy" of social support, originally_introdUted by

House (1980), whith we were mindful of_when designing the FaMily Mat-tett__

program to fOcut en what we believed to be key process components of family

functioning.

The Utility of Process_Variable5

The intlUtiOn of "process" variables in a conceptual model fet evaluating

the impact Of an intervention complicates matters at virtually every stage in

the life Of the project; In the case of Family Matters, reams_of additional

data aouttelfperceptions, networks' and parent-child activities had to be

collected both prior to and following implementation Of the prOgram. The

costs of_gatheringi preparing and analyzing these data were subttantial; Do

the retultt justify the investment?
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One Way te ehtWer the usefulness question is to_look at Figure 8.
IMagine the diagramt at_they WOUld look if only_containing_the_direct
roAtinnshipt between the pregram_and_school and home-school_outcomes.
Affetted_the hi-Ott by reMOVal of all_the_links to "process"_components would be
the tingle parentt in the taMple. :The_impression created_would have been that
one-parent familiet had_not responded to our parental_empowerment approach.
Beyond simply mittiog the fatt that certain of the children_in_single-parent
families had ehbiiti iffiprovementt in school_behavior that could be associated
with_prOgraM_inVelVeMenti the removal of_the "process" variables from the
model virtUallY elitinates any_opportunity to_learn wht_it_was about the
prograM that SeeMed tO make a difference_to_those_involved with it; For
iniitence, We inVetted_a great_deal of_effort_in discovering ways to give
otitive_tetognitien to parents_for the vitally important roles they were
playing_in_the liVeS Of their children.The supposition was that parents
heeded te_feel tenfident about themselyes_as parents before they could be
dicpetted ato beteMeacticiely involved_in_the more "executive" aspects of the
parenting_role. The summary of findings_represented by Figure 8 certainly
suggettt that for two of the four_subgroups represented in the sample,
perception of self as as parent plays_an_active role in determining whsther
parents become involved with their_childls teacher when there is indication
that_the thild_is having_school difficulty. While the_rature of the data
permits_only the generation of hypothesesi the findings are nevertheless
intriguing. They are also not of_the simple"more is better" variety, as
indicated by the fact that for married Afro-American mothers more school
inVOlVement was accompanied ny a_Orna in regard for self as parent. The point
iS that the findings can be translated into_policy at the program level. They
Clearly imply that whitei single parents will only become actively involved
With the teachers of their children if_they feel reasonably_good about
themtelvet_as parentsi and suggest_that_programs_can be designed to stimulate
pOtitiVe changes in such self7regard._ The_same kind of argument can be made
for tOtial networks and school_outtomesi again especially for mothers and
thildren in_single-parent families._ _Such reference to specific aspects of the
tentent Of the program would not have been possible in the absence of data
about "process."

Social Supports Is Measures of Program Ifnpraet

The foregoing discusslor of ecological processes is not new conceptUally,
ih the light of rscent work n the areas of stress and coping by Pearlih and _

others (Pearlin et al.i lgel; Pearlin and Schooler, 1978)i When thit eeteeeth
was first funded as a propoaal in 1976, however' the idea of indlUding_
informal social networks as a concept embodying the general notion of inferMal
support tystems had not been introduced to the social science community. EVen

more unusual was the investment in operationalizing the concept as a diMehtien
of family and community life amenable to change as a function of involVeMent
with a community-based program of family supports in this instance Family _

Matters; We have been unable to uncover a single published instance ih Whith
chanaes in informal social ties were postulated in advance as an impatt Of an
intervention in their own right. Family Matters not only proposed Changet in
informal networks as a program effect, but also gave them a prominent plate in
the conceptual scheme of things, as evidenced by the fact that "networking"
was a key feature of the empowerment program. Was this a wise scientific
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investment? Should others include the concept in their program development

and evaluation efforts?

Networks and the Unmarried-Mother

One answer to these questions it contained in the earlier discussion and

reflected in Figure 8. The addition of key nonrelatives to the mother's

network is associated with improved performance in school for the children of

unmarried mothers, most of whom were single parents. This finding holds

across races. It provides insight into the needs of a family type already of

significant size in the United Statet, which over the past_10 ye?trs has grown

considerably as a proportion of all the families with young children in our

country. While work remains to be carried out in an effort to describe more

fully the key additions to these mothers' networks, the indications given by

our analyses to date are of tor: women Who do not passively accept social

relationships offered them through the good offices of the program, but rather

are encouraged by involvement with the program to redouble efforts already

under way (to some degree) to marshal Social resources for the many demanding

tasks at hand, one of which is raising a young child. And success in

recruiting such assistance seems to have payoff both for parent (self-regard)

and child (school performance). One implication of these findings is that the

concept of social support for the childrearing process should be expanded

beyond the traditional spousal relationship to include, as an alternative, a

network of friends and relatives. The findings also underscore the importance

of better understanding.of what forces might enhance or impede the process of

mobilizing those resources.

LinzhipAncLliaLtIf

Lest there be a tendency bi _the reader to equate social supports

primarily with social ties beyond kinship, we hasten to correct any

misconception by referring &gairi_td_Chapter 2, where the data indicated that

three of the four subgroups (defined by _marital status and race) showed

increases in primary kin ties attociated_with program involvement. An

important characteristic accoMpahying this relationship was the race of the

mother; Afm-American mothers WOPO significantly more likely than Caucasian

mothers to Icrease their invOlVetent with_primary kin if included in the

program, arw this carried over 'be OnMarried women It would be easy to

dismiss thk; finding as an inevitable result of minority status, racism, and

poverty, saylno_that such women ere foNed to rely or close relatives because

of lmite c cs to social relatiohthipt With members of_the white majority

mild the ccs-t of_maintaining social ties with nonkin; Stmh a view, while_

seeming to_fit the data, is defiCit_driven ant Irti;omp'!etei_ More productive

for all concrned is the view that Afro60%merican familis_proiide one of many

mn-dOs for carrying out the_reating 0f tbe young ir cur .7.,urcip and that

;p_in general plays_a larger role those familiwF than is the_case fer

Amer ,7.in_Caucesiansi This vid4_iMpiies that any mode) should be evaluated_on

its p;irticular merits, arA in thit_caze_some c.)f those_merits can be identified

in our data There was .;:te indication in Chaptiq. 2 that Black, unmarried

mothers in_the prevram received financial assit,telnce from greater nuMbert of

relatives over time, desplto the Sharp mcessior., while the reverse was true

for the whilca, .4rimarr1ed subgroup. And the finding:: reported in Chapter 3
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indicate that, in bc,th Black program subgroups, increases in the number of
primary kin reported over time were associated with larger amounts of

p?.rent=child activity. No signs of negative impact associated with kin ties
surfaceu to counterbalance these positive indications, leaving us to conclude
that these families have lost nothing, and may well have benefited, from
growth in their relationships with relatives.

Network-Chatoes:-A Good Thing?

The fUll report to the National-Institute of Education (Cochran and
Hendetteni 1985) raised the question of whether a program of social support
like Family Matters makes a positive contribution by speeding the movement of

MOthers and their families toward patterns of informal social relations that
they might otherwise realize more slowly, and perhaps less fully; This
research has addressed that question through an examination of links between
program-related network increases and other process and outcome variables, as
portrayed in Figure_8. The question can now be answered more or less-
definitiVelyi depending upon the subgroup of interest. Thernetwork appears to
be a key_trantMission center for white, unmarried mothers, primarily through

the nenkin sectori the growth of which is positively associated with:

perCeptiOn Of_telf_as parent and the childla performance in school. Black

Lit tied Mothers involved in the program also showed substantial growth in
the netWOrki with_kin linked to increases in parent-child activities and

nonkin to_improved performance by the child in school. Less can be said about
the impact of expanded primary kin networks for program mothers In the married
bgroupsi where the only link was with parent-child activities for the

AfroAmerican_pm.tion of the sample. On balance, there is little in our data
te indicate that the expansion of the primary network associated with
patticipation_in the Family Matters program has deleterious consequences, and
tontiderable indication of positive contribution, especially for unmarried
MOthers._ A different set of outcome measures might have led to an _

alternative conclusion, of course, but our data leave us cautiously oftimistic
aboUt the consequences for mothers and children of facilitating
network=bUilding activities.

_Caution ofton characterized the Family Matters program, especially as

related to_social networks; Because there was concern about disrupting or
changing the social ties of families participating in the Family Matters
program the_program was never advertised as designed especially for _

netWOrk=building purposes, nor did any impetus_develop to become especially

activist in_that_regard; Neighborhood cluster-building was an avowed goai,
but_espoused much more in the interest of collective action on behalf Of
Childi family, and neighborhood than to provide parents with Material bed
emotional support; The kinship potential in the networks was virtUallY
ignored; we made no effort, for instance, to encourage parenta to invite
relatives to home visits or cluster group meetings, although kinfolk did

attend some of those occasions in the normal course of events. So it it fair

to say that ournetworking initiatives were 'quite passive; Maity-of-theee

itad1ngS-111140A-110-aaar4010tittergar14 taLhe associated-wItb-erty-type-of
fat411tatina_allgraM-91-amilX-64A2LtL :Thi_s also implies that greater change
in_ network:ties might be accomplisheu with more systematic attention to and _

publicity for network-building as a goal. This more aggressive Strategy could
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also_lead tO unanticipated negative consequences, and to thould be approached

carefully and With the full knowledge of participantt.

Networis-as-Convoy

_
One Of the exciting aspects of social supports as_program outcomes is

their potential for the development of the individual in_the_futUre as well as

the present. House (1980) uses the convoy analogy, mentioned_earlieri which

we also find_USeful; Such an analogy clearly implies that network changes

associated_With the program might be as strongly linked to subsequent

developmentt in the child as they are to more immediate_ones. The findings

reported here begin to provide outlines for the forms_of_transport making up

such convoyt. _One vehicle is likely to be composed of clbse friends and

relativet COmmitted to the welfare !:vf both parent and child. Another is_

parental self=tonfidence; A third vehicle, and perhaps_the one_to be heading

the convoy, it the parent's level of formal education. Contained ih these

conveyances ate resources essential to sustain4ing the child.throughout the

developmental journey: human en,w.gy.. time' Llaterial goods)._ information,

skills, emotional support. This evuai4L of the Family_Matters program

provides_dVidence to bolster the cc.tentiosi that some environments ar more

likely than_others to_produce and liritain such supports in treanaction with

parents, and that_steps can be takoa;. At the community level tO change

environments in ways-that facilitac.:: family functioning.

_Now we can return to. the 4uestions raised in the b?cinning of this

section, Was it wise to invest so much time and money in understanding

informal networks as sources of social support? We are_convirced that it was,

and_that tLa data bear this out, although a more impartial judgment of the

matter it needed. Should others include the network concept in their program

development and evaluation efforts? We believe, yes, if they wish_to build

ttrong communities and understand hia program inputs are transmitted into the

Social fabric surrounding families and trantformed into messages affecting the

attitudes and behaviors of family members.

Ihe--EMRDMICMent-P-C2C1115--Zilain21111

Ih hiS most recent writings, Cochran (1985) has postUlated the existence

of an empowerment process consisting of a seriet of_stages. He_proposes that

positive changes in self-perception (Stage I) permit the_altnration of

relations with members of the household or immediate family (Stage_II)i which

ie f011Owed by the establishment and maintenance of_new relations with more

distant relatives and friends (Stage III). Stage IV is_seen_as
information-gathering related to broader community involvement, followed in

Stage_V by change-oriented community action. MacDonough (1984)_has shown that

parents can be located at different pointS along_such an empowerment
continuum, and that for the first four ttages a high_score_on_a later stage is

related with high scores on previous Onet._ She_it also able to identify a

subgroup of parents, relAtively less edUcated than the sample as a 4hole) who

involve themselves in efforts at coOkinity_change without_much prior

investment in studying the issue and the titUationi_indicating that Stage V

(community action)_is not dependent Upon Stage IV (information-gathering).
Through this evaluation we have mapped out a rather complex set of dl:act and
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indirect relations in an effOrt tO assess the impacts of an intervention
designed to empower patents bh_bOhalf of their children and themselves
(although the_empowerMent terminology emerged from, rather than_anticipated,
14.1 w!Lervention)._ Do thete fiOdings support the notion of empowerment as a
process with a series of stages?

In examining the implicatiOns_of_this question, one quickly realizes_that
it_makes data_deMandt that bUr study_is not able to meet at this time. First,
fully comparable measures of_perception of self as parent at baseline and
f011ew-up art requited_to_determine both where mothers were at_baseline in
relatibn to_Stage_I_and_ whether program involvement had changed this_status in
ways not reflectOil in the control_group. A second shortcoming involves the
absence_of_any Med5Ute for the information-gathering (Stage IV). Again, data
are available elteWhere in the study, but they are limited primarily to
information about elementary_schools gathered only at follow-up. _A third
weaknett inVolVeS our current measures of Stages II (relations with household
membert) and V_(commuhity action). Relationships with household members
invOlve_Mbre than parent=child activities, and community action more_than
attivities related to the child's school; In bot. jnstances our data base ca
provide_information with which to expand understanding of those processes
(With Wife=hUSband relations for Stage II and other community i_nstitutions for
Stage V), WA such elaborations are beyond the scope of this evaluation._ It

tan it Can be saidi,however, that what has been learned to date about the
effettt bf the Family Matters program does_not_contradIct the_general concept
of empowerment_as a process including changes in self7perception and
relationship With_otherstoth immediate to and more distant from_the changing
person,_ The_findings dO point to the possibility that constructive change in
perdeption Of self may not necessarily be in the direction of more positive
feolings,_depending UpOn the perceptual point of departure at the beginning
point Of the_intervention Thus, within certain limits, the_change in
perceptiOn itSelfi regardless of valence, may stimulate other action. And,

fbr dertain_Of the_families in our sample, this change_shows solid !.vidence of
being atteCiated_with variables like parent-child activities, primay network
changet, and contacts with_the_sohool postulated to occur later in the
empowerment_process. As already mentioned, the temporal aspect of the
hypOthetiled relations cannot be tested with these data. Future efforts using
SiMUltaneOUS equations may throw more light upon possible pathways through the
datai_bUt MUCh will be left to speculation nevertheless._ In any event, our
experience with conceptualizing and then implementing a program explicitly
designed to_counter the deficit model, and then in examining what data we can
bring_to bear upon associated psychological and ecological processes, has led
to a hypothesized set of relations that can now be examined more
systemEtically in future evaluations.

It it r iii IV 1. 1 11,./. I. U. I -ii

_The program of family support described and assessed in this report had a
direct bearing upon formal schooling only to the extent that it advocated
communications between home and school and affected faMilies in ways that_were
manifested in the school performance of the children in those familiet. Some

readers from the educational establishment might, therefore, be tempted at
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this point to conclude that, while interesting, the findings presented here

have no significance for their attitudes and behavior. Such a conclusion

would be false._ Three new directions for educational policy_emerging from

Ini project_are presented below as challenges_to all of us involved with

education and committed to the strengthening of ftrtily and community life.

Preventive Home-School Communicatfons

Public schooling is touted by some_in the United States as a kind of

"universal entitlement," equally accestible to all_segments of the population

and prepared_to embrace all children with equal enthusiasm. Yet our data on

hme7schocl communications indicate that_most communications from teacher to

family are deficit oriented. Often the firSt_"personal" communication

receivcc the parents from the school it triggered by teacher perceptions of

inadwacy in the child. Such a negatiVe Oetsage, uncushioned by any more

supprtY i prior communication* is likely te StiMUlate a fearful and defensive

re4ePse from parents, especially when the_teacher or other school -official

implie: in future exchanges that the real_"problem" is_parental lack of

involvement with or commitment the Child. The challenge becomes, then, to

reverse this downward spiral in hoMe=echool communications by starting the

process off on a positive note, and dreating_an atmosphere of trust and

supportiveness betw3i teacher and patent Within which difficulties can be

discussed in a cl'nte of mutcJality_and respect. Staff members with the Family

Matters Project at t:omi,I1 Univeri:ity haVe recently been testing a three-pronged

strategy for fostering yreyentiontiented home-school partnerships; Called

Ggpizeratime_emanajggitwz tletween-Admeami-School (Dean, 1983)i the approach is

aimed in equal measure at teatherti patentti and school_administrators. It

includes a six-workshop seriet_fer patents and a_two-day in-service training

provam for teachers ahd prinCipalt, at well as a special monograph for _

princ,oals, school superptendentti School board_members, and others involved_

with t:ie school system.1-1 The patent WOrkshop_series_is a modified version of

what we used with Syracuse_parentt at part of the_original Family Matters

program. Me tcacher materialS haVe hOW been tested in a number of different

school systemse and in every inttance we_are struck by two realities. First,

most teachers have a very hattOW COnception of_what the wide variety of Ameritan

families looks like and needt, and seCendi every school system contains bUilt-in

barriers to effective hoMe=tCheel COmmunications_that can be altered without

weakening the educational prograM. A cOmprehensive, systems-oriented approach

like the one developed at_Cerniell could, if made available to all the

constituencies involved with a_particular schooli_dramatically increase positive,

cooperative communications, And in so doing crette a climate supportive of

whatever problemrsolving needed tO take place."

-'Available as a_single MOdule, at a cost_of $3040, by writing to_

Cornell University' Distribution Center, 7 Reserarch Park, Ithaca, NeW York

14853.

14And the introductien of_tuch an_approach_should not,be undertaken in a

vacuum. Good baseline deCOMentation of preexisting types and levels of home'.

school communication thOUld be undertaken_in_advance, to provide a starting

point against which future progress can be measured.
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The-Sceoel as Support-for-Family-Left

The establishment of positive, mutUally supportive_communications between
WA.: and school is, however challenging, only one step in the process of
designing a_school environment that is truly supportive of family life. The
second challenge issued by the findings Of this research involves identifying
and implementing a fuli-scale plan for supporting the efforts of families on
behalf of their children's_education._ Presumptuous as_that_ may at first
sound, the process need not_be very disruptive either to schools or to
families, and the clues_ to its implementation_can be found right_in_the model
components_included in Figure_8. The_model shown there_is_not:static. We
conceive of it as_a_process_through whicn parents_ move in their own
developmentt which in_turn has consequences for the development of their
children. Our own data have led us to hypothesize with growing_confidence
that parents with positive and realistic views of their capacities as parents
are likely to make_good use of available social supports and place high
priority on activities with their children. This combination of positive
forces seems_to manifest itself_generally in more success by the children in
schoOl, or at least to protect the_children somewhat from the negative effects
of high environmental stress on school performance. The challenge becomes to
find more ways in our_local communities through which to stimulate this
"empowering" process in parents. We believe that the primary school can be a
faeilitating force in this regard eithoet major alteration_of its basic
eeecetional-eissionel Specific attention to four components in Figure 8
provides some helpful reference points. Firsti_school personnel can
strengthen parents' appreciation for the importance of tho parenting role by
referring_to that role in positive terms at every_opportunity. We have
already addressed at length the importance of establishing communication
p,1;terns that are positive and preventive rather than negative and remediah
Secend,_individual primary schools can facilitate the strengthening of
informel social supports to perents by acknowledging the fact that parents
f:om difterent families meet and become friends with each other partly because
their childl-en me3t in school and become friends. Simple things can make this
process easier: a clearly written list of the children's names, addresses,
and telephone numbers sent home to each family at the beginning of the year; a
time early in the_fall when parents are invited to meet the teacher and each
other over refreshments (possibly_sponsored by the PTO). Teese are examples
of ways in which friendships .can be formed, and supports built, with just a
little help from the_school. A third way to stimulate the parental
empowerment process is by providing parents with information, and possibly
even materials, that help them engage in the kinds of activities with their
children at home that complement and reinforce what is being taught at school.
A "parent-child workbook" could become a real source of pride for both
parent(s) and child while underscoring the educational goals of the teacher.
Empowerment will only result, however, from acknowledging and making clear to
the parents that they are valuable allies in the educational process, with a
great deal to offer it. A full-scale plan for supporting the efforts of
families, then, is one ehat helps parents attach more importance to their
parental roles, contributes to the process of introducing families tc each
other through their cetdren, and actively promotes rmmstructive parent-child
activities; Such a plee is feasible, requires very feta additional resourcest
and would generate a solid base of parental support r't- schools implementing
it.
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Higher-Education as Support-far-Fam4lifta

FArlier in the chapter, evident() was presented to indicate_that the

Ot parents was enhanced along a number cf cur empowerment d;menslons

simply by remaining in the educational mains..-.roam
beyond_high school. Mothers

with mote than a high school education reported more positiVe feelings about

themselVes and their childreno_inVOlvement with a larger and more diversified

social.network, and participation_in more activities with their children. Our

data alsO_indicate that theit_children perform with greater success in first

grade. Thus public policies that lead to the involvement of greater numbers

of prospective parents (and_those already parents) in postsecondary

educational experiences would alto appear to have high potential for

strengthening family life.

Why_should this be the caseq What is it about continuing in school

beyond the 12.0 grade that could_lead to positive consequences for various

aspects Of the parenting role? While there is currently no definitive-answer

to such a_questionii we are able to provide some infotMed judgment on the

matter. Beginning with what we view_as the startingpoint_in_the empowerment

protest, it_is reasonable to assuMe that additional educational increases a

person's belief in his or her personal capaéities And_skills. _Status is

conferred upon those with higher education, and with it_personal strength

emanating from publlc recognition. Along with recognition, and_the associated

personal_effitacy, comes increased eligibility for higher paying, more

interesting jobs. Higher.pay_means greater access to_material supports for

family life, like decent housing, adequate food and clothing, and reliable

transportation.

_
The years spent in college or_other advanced training_after high school

take_the_young adult beyond the circle of friends and relatives defined by

kinship and the local dOmmunity, to meet and becoihe ftiends_with people who

may_be "different" along a nuMber of dimensionsi _ethnic, religious, radial,

political, regional' cultUral. Our own data and those of other network

researchers (Fischer, 1982) indicate that pertonal networks_grow as a

consequence of this exposure. Such growth can translate into added suppbt't

fOr_ theparenting role. _One advantage to such tUpport is_the diversity in

membership it is likely to provide; Friends frOM different backgroundS_Can

provide_a broader range Of_strategies for childrearing and family relatibht

than rould come froM relatives_or more "local" friends. _Such friends alte

tepresent links to oppOrtUnities_located beyond the experience of relatiVet

and the local comMiinityt housing opportunitieS and jobs as well as

information and ideat (Gtanovatteri 1973).

Higher education it likely to demand and proVide opportunities for more

independent use of available resources and the development of more

sophisticated managerial skills than did primary or secondary school.

Increasingly, parents are required by their environs to find resources, make

choices, and exercise independent judgments for and on behalf of their

childran (Keniston, 1977; Grubb_and Lazerson, 1982). So, again, skillt

emphasized in higher education prove transferable to family life. Finally,

there is good reason to believe that educational achievements beyond high

school generate in parents a set of raised aspirations for their children.

Such aspirations are in part "education-specific";
they translate into energy

oevoted to ensuring that the child take schooling seriously and perform
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successfully in the classroom. This energy may be reflected in extra
attention at home to the child's school workp_or to involvement with school
practices and policies, or to tLe provision of special educational
opportunities through the private sector. All such efforts are the product of
the empowerment process. They have their analogues in the workplace and in
the politics of participatory democracy. The message to the education
establishment is this: educational experiences beyond high school provide
young adults with skills and opportunities that benefit family life in many
positive waysi Thus we close with a challenge that the search for the teSting
and implementation of ways to make higher education available to greater
numbers of Americans be intensified._ The results of such an effort ripple
rewardingly throughout society, not least through families.
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